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CHAPTER I 
IN'l'RODUCTlCU 
Today many nations of the earth are being enslaved by 
deologles which glorlty the state and trod upon the individual. 
eny1ng completely all God-given rights. The subject of natural 
ights therefore, 1s of great importance. It 1s as 1rnportant as 
an is himself. Two cent.urles ago, the writers of the American 
onst1tut1on thought natural r1ghts so important that they took 
hem as a .founding principle. Thomas Jefferson, ths· C:11.thor ot 
he Declaration of Independence. 1s said to have been greatly 
nfluenced by the writings of John Locke on the subjeot of 
atuFdl rights. 1 Four fundamental political ideas, the doctrine 
r natural law and natural rights. the compact theory of the 
. , 
tate, the doctrine of popular sovereignty, and the right ot 
evolution against an unjust govemmtllt., are all fotmd in the 
ecl.clratlon much in the phraseology of John Locke. 2 However, 
Charle. Maurice Wil.tse, Ih, 'J,f'fs£sgn1y Tx:ad&tipD 
........ ~~~~w· a:ur.c~·lI\ilIIOolIIot Chapel Hill. 19',. ,1. 
Harbison. The ' ~~~~SW~~~~~~~~WL~~~~ug~f I~ork, 
1 
2 
it would be extremely difficult and certainly beyond the scope 
of a master's thesis to prove the influence of John Locke on 
'rho_a Jeffersen, Whether John Locke was the main influence. or 
merely a minor influence. he is cited and popularly thought to 
be one of the classical \'iritera on the theory ot natural rights, 
'fhereton, it i8 certainly worth our while to make a ,study of 
his doctrine on natural rights as it appears in hie 'Eteat,i5!l!1 
on C~vU G2veitPll~a1i. 
As every great po11t1cal movement in history finds a 
defender in the writings of either a philosopher or a histOrian, 
so the Goming of William and lIJ.ary to the throne of England 
found lts dei'endQrau f.iacaulay in his H&sto£l 2& E.QU.'Id, and 
J OM Locke in his T,£ea:ti&ill 2D CI:X&l Osn:eam\. To defend the 
ftglorioua revolution of 16g8". Locke had to show that man had 
certain nat,ural. ri&hts, among which was the right to revolt 
against a despotic king.. Two main adversaries of Locke on ~is 
point were James If who defended tbe theory of the diVine right 
. , 
of kings, aa4. Tbomas Hobbes, who held the theory of abaolut$ 
sovereignty. Tbeae two writers became the target ot Looke'_ 
atta.k in hi. two 'tI!lt1§!!1 9J! ail&. QgVGtQIiIU. 
The first of the two ksti-J!I. 1s important only in so 
far as tone divine right of kings theory 18 opposed to the theory 
of natural rights, especially popular sovere1gnty. Therefore, 
. 
in the first chapter of our thesla. we shall briefly con.1der 
\ 
the d1v1ne right theory, as proposed by James!, a.nd Locketa 
. , . 
criticism of ,_. The seeond Trs!~'s.. however, 18 ot great 
imponance for 1t contain. the whole of Lock.t • theory on nat-
ural rights. As a basis for his theory. Locke uses the state 
of nature and naturdl law. Our aecond 6apter will consider 
these two Qoncepts and compare Looke'. ftewpoint with that of 
Hobbes, the unnamed adv$rsary of the seoond IEeAtisl- In the 
third chapter, we shall make a 1;extual GpOtd.tion of Locke •• 
philosophy of natural r1gbts, i'1rst 1n general, then ion part-i-, 
~ ~ ~ I-
cular, considering three matn rights, life, liberty, a.nd. private 
property. In the final chapter we shall briefly conslde,r 
Locke f s main philosopbJin order to show that Locke had no 
philosophical basis for a natural righta th.orr. The remainder 
of the chapter will be a oritlcism according to scholasti.o 
doctrine of Locka •• "common sense" philosophy on natural right •• 
Ufe of John Locke 
John Locke waa born on th~ 29th ot August, 1632, at 
.' '~' ~.~ 
Wrlngton. a slBf;!11 town near Bristol, in England. At the age of 
fourteen he entered Wes~m1nster School. It was in this year 
that a flerce struggle between King aDd Parliament wa. raging. 
In 1652 Locke was elected to a junior studentshlp at Christ 
hurch, Oxford. Sere he acquired. his Mastert 8 degree. Locke 
. 
remained at the University tor eight years. After dabbling in 
diplomacy for a time, Locke began the study ot medicine.) Ue 
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in November, 166a. 
Two years preViously Locke first met Lord Ashley, 
, 
afterwards Earl ot Shaftesbury_ Locke admired Ashley, one ot the 
. , 
most influential lXl8n in the count~, while Ashley t on his slde, 
recogni.ed the learning and wisdom ot the young man.4 From the 
middle of 1667 onwards Locke became one of Ashley' a adV'1sors. 
and we~t to live with him in London, where he served in the cap-
acit.y ot private physicia~ .• 5 
Probably t at this time. Locke beg;ln seriously to con. 
sider political ideas. In April, 1672, Ashley was ral~ed to the 
peerage as .Earl of Shaftesbury. Locke also received greater 
dutiea, for he was appointed. Secretary for the Preservation of 
. . 
Benefices. 'l'h1s effice he held for- a little over a year, and 
then was appointed Secratary to the C~ur~"~i" of Trade and Planta-
tions. But by 1615 1118 health was so bad that he was forced to gO 
to France tor a rest. There he remained tor lour years, travel-
ing about the country. He then returned to Londo~ to 'find the 
3. H. R. Fox Bourne, 14'. 2t John: lteslil. London. 1876, I. 194. 
4. R. I. Aaron, JoAn L2elsSh London, 1931, 16. 
5. Boun •• .LU:!. I. 198. 
country filled \v1th political unrest. He l~ved at London or 
OXford tor tt'iO years, during which time he Wcl.S in and out of 
royal lavor along with hi$ patron. Finally Shaftesbury was' 
compelled to flee the country to Holland ~{here in 166) he died, 
- , 
,miga. In 16gg the plans tor revolution came to a head. and 
,11111am lett .for England 1n November. By February the revolution 
, . 
~ad been earried out peaoefully. so \ that Locke CQuld. return to 
t!:niland. in the company of Lady Ivlordaunt and .Princess of Orange, 
now to be Queen Mary ot England. 
6 
Locke was fifty-six years old when he returned from 
{olland. Though already known to many, he was to become a nation-
1 figure. the prophet ot the Whlg party which had put \villlam 011 
-he throne.7 Upon his return to England Locke began to write. Hi.s 
, . 
11"8t publioation. the ~tS:er CongemiD& Toler2S&2D. a.ppeared 
In 1690 he publ1shed 'the TW'Q. TJ;eaSlses gil C~. 
W:t.!.2l!~wa~t; alSQ anonyllously. In the same year Locka pUblished 
dho.t 1s u~lly reg-trd.ed as hi·. greatest work, An EssaI PRn::: 
~~~~~~:.&lA~~~~. Three years later. 32m! Ib9!lidl!1 
~~~~~~~~Il' ""~I s printed.. In 1695 Locke published !t!.t 
~~iItIli!~~~~~~t.&Iir:J:l.l6~~t.I.. Ii defense uf what he thought to 
e the main feature Qf true Christianity t namely. the recognition 
f Christ as the Messiah. 'llh. last work at his life, a. para-
phrase and comrllentary ot the Epistles of St. Paul, appeared 
pos'thumouely in 1705. 
During his last years, Locket forced by delicate 
health into a life of semi-retirement. lived among a circle of 
affectionate friends. In fact. all his life Locke had many 
close .t'l~iend. wherever he traveled or lived. He must have had 
that kind of disposition that made people love h1m.. As one 
author puts it. "the exis'tenceot this wide circle of warm 
-
. 
and enduring friendships must itself in turn have oontributed 
to his sympathetic view of human natureft,S The last years ot 
his 11£e were lived with two close friends, S1r Frclncis and 
Lady };1asham. John Locke died on October 28, 1704. No hlg1uur 
tribute to h1m could be found than that contained in a letter 
written by Lady Masbam. 
His death was 11ke his life, truly plous, yet nat-
ural, easy and unaffeoted; nor can time, I thitlkt.· 
ever produee a more eminent example of reason anct 
religion than he was, living and dy1ng.9 
Such is the 11£e ot John Locke. the man. l~ow let us 
consider his philosophy of natural rights as we study the 
greatest of his political \lJol-k;s. 'l':!Q a'Eeaje11;!@§ gO 9iuJ. 
Government. 
, 
London, 
s. 'W1l11am T • Jones. f!1faste£s 52&: Pg11t&sal TheMEJ!;!C, 
1947, II, 153. 
, ., 
9. Bourne, Lif.; II, 560. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND TO TRS.i,TISES 
ON CIVIL GOVERl~~ENf 
When John Locke wrote his ;T.aatlsel on Oin1 Govern:: . 
~. he had one purpose in mind, namely, "to establish the 
throne of our great restorer, our present King William, to make 
good his title in the consent ot the peopl ....... and to justi.t) 
to the world the people ot England whose love of their jus' 
and natural rights • • • saved the nation when it was on the 
very brink ot slavery and ruin.·1 To achieve this purpose 
Locke had to prove that man haa natural r1sh'ta, among th_ the 
right to revolt against an unjust klnc. In order to do thls, 
Locke first had to disprove a theory which most stood in opposi-
tion to Datural rights, the theory of the divine right of kings. 
Locke devotes the enti.re tll'St TEII¥&'. to this task. To under-
stand the place of importance that this theory held, it 1s nece.-
sary to consider 1t briefly in its historical aspect. 
The pol1t1ca~ theory of the divine right of kings 
! 
1-------.,. ;' / ;' 
-1. John-Locke; T~! W2r~1 2£ JobD Lock! isg-. ad. John 
Church111. London,. 1714. I , pre ace. . 
S 
-. . 
of the 17th Century, according to Professor ngg1s,2 goes back 
to medieval t1mes. and is d$rived from the medieval conception 
of the Holy Roman Empire. It is hi. oont8nt10n that the poli-
tical theory of the divine right. ot kings 1$ primarily of rel-
igious ongin, flQd 18 the result ot the oonflicting claim. of the 
medieval Popes and Emperors. 
In theory 'the Empire. according to F1gg1s j was a per-
fect organ1zation with two elected heads, one spiritual and one 
temporal, working in harmony for the maintenanoe of peaoe ancl 
Christ1a.ni:ty. An intimate connection exl$ted. between poli-
tics and relig10n, for the ideal of the Empire was • theocracy 
. . 
\'lith Christ tiS the King, having two viOe-regents. Pope and 
, 
Emperor-. to carr)" out 118 will upon earth. It was the vividness, 
as Rager pointsCN't. with which man realized the posit1on ot 
Ch!'l~t as Lord of the Ohristian Oommonl'iealth that alone could. 
render pOSsible such a state.' A prinCiple C&USf!~f. t.he d~ 
fall Of 'he Empire was that both Pope and Emperor claimed in-
dependence and supremacy. wlth claims based on the divine right. 
The.e con£llc'ing claim. "remain the tundam~al basis of pollti. 
2. ·JQhn Neville Figs1s, The DtGn.! lJrl&bt 2f ,~ 
London, 1934-, ) •• 
. ). John Clement Bager. iR,l;&t'2~ PhtitS~RAf g.t: 
Bles;UN Ca~ Be:a..aljDin,. Washng1;on ~. ,T. . '1. 
. 
cal controversy, not only through the Middle Ages, but until the 
theory of the divine right has passed away. n4 It was the Papal 
claim to divine right which cause the emperors to put forth a 
similar claim, which eventually led to the theory of the divine 
right of kings, or the right of secular rulers to be free from 
Papal control. The need for unity would also force a .. claim on 
the part of the secular rulers. Figgis claims that, nUnity in a. 
state is only to be obtained by the unquestionable supremacy 
of' some one authority whose acts are ;subject to no legal criti-
cism. ".5 Thus the way i$ open to the assertion 0':" t·he divine 
institution of monarchy as the ideal form of government t with 
the monarch deriVing his power immediately from God alone and 
subject to no other. 
This theory. born in the Holy Roman Empire, spread 
throughout ~urope. and, later on, in the Protestant ReVolution 
was paradoxioally defended by .Martin Luther. 
Luther started with a plea for reform in the concept 
of the church and ended with a refonn in the concept 
of the state. He started with a plea for individual 
liberty and tor freedom on conscience; yet his doc:trine 
led directly to a belief in the divine right of kings 
and to the belief that monarchs have a right to dictate 
4. Figgis, Divine R1gQ&, 41. 
5. ~., 49. 
11 
.. 
religious dogmas to the private indiVidual.6 
~t can be readily seen Nhat influence such a doctrine would 
~,:I,ve on a man' 8 rights if it would dictate man t s relieious be-
liefs 4coording to the whim of the existing monarch. 
Likewise, this theory spread to England. It found 
expression in the \ir1tln&~s of \!/yc11ffe and 1s the basis of a 
definite theory of kingship of Richard II. According to 
i1ycl1fte. the king, although not subject to positive law, should 
obey his OWl' laws. not under compulsion. but voluntarily for he 
is above t.he law. Richard regarded himself as ths "sole source 
of law. not bound by custom, and was king by God's grace and 
right ot birth."7 
Later on Henry VIII broke "-lith Rome and put himself 
up as both the head of the state and the head of the English 
Church. Though he did not expressly hold the divine right the-
ory, Henry VIII did by his absolutism. by his ruthless reit~n, 
by his gatbering to himself more and more power by whioh he could 
work his will on Parliament, lay the foundation for those who 
would later defend the theory. Henry VIII was not legally an 
absolute monarch, but he managed to work his will with the 
7. Figgis, D~v1De Mght. 7;. 
12 
. 
;.;onsent of P&rliaIllent. J.n the beglnn1ng·of the English state 
the theory of its nature was that the English state was a single 
body politic of which the king was the hea.d and the people its 
, 
members, all 'bound. tobether by ident,ical interests.t:1 In theory, 
ttenry VIIl \'Janted. the interests of the people identified with 
his own. But in practice, he himself wanted to be in Qomplete 
charge of the state. 
It was by act ot Parliament that Henry VIlIhad 
~eeured the separation of Churoh of England from 
Roman jurisdiction Dlnd tral1sferred it to himself; 
it was by act ot Parliament that suppression of the 
monasteries waa begun • • • ParlIament rendtired 'the 
absolute and royal power legitlmate'.Y 
r:aough Henry's power was limited by general definition oJ: the 
~ommon law, he or -the crown-in-council had the right, when ciJ:"'t!-
iCumstancea arose tor which neither law nor custom made any 
provision to act "out of the ordinary Course ot the common 
~aw."lO During the reign of Elizabeth, sbe and her council 
~egan a very subtle exaltation of the undefined and extra-
prdinary powers of the crown. -By the prerogative, they claimed 
~he crown might set things at liberty restrained by statute, or 
9.,g". 
10. IR~.sl ... 239. 
1.). 
restrain things which be at liberty.·ll. This royal prerogative 
of Elizabeth grew in both scope and power, regardless of any 
defined natural rights of her s"..4bj.;;~ta. 
Therefore, when Elizabeth's cousin. James VI, King of 
scotland, son of ltlary Stua~. and great-grandson of Henry VII 
through his daughter. Hargaret, ascended. the English throne as 
James I, he found the crown possessing almost unlimited power. 
Being a student of political theory, he set out to justify his 
royal prerogat1:v.. Even baf'ore he became King of England. 
J ames I in his Ite 1&\'1 9f' 11:1' l;lonatU&'llt set forth the. 
doctrine of divine right. c.omplete in every det.:1il. He speaks 
of "mutuall duet!e and alleageance betwixt a tree and absolute 
Monarch. and his people".12 but of no natural rights for the 
subjects. These would depend more on the accidental goodness 
of the ruler than on the nature ot the people governed. To 
proTe hia case of a "free and absolute monarche" James I adduces 
three arguments, one from Scripture, the second from history. 
and the last from nature. This last argument was singled OQt 
and expanded by l1lmer ten years later in his PAtriaabii. In 
his treatise "he attempts to find the Origin of kingship in the 
11. ;tll&S. 
~2. James'I~ PQ&~tt~aa'wqEi' 9£ JARsl 1, ad. C. H. 
NcIlwa1n. Cam.bridge, 1,.ass.; ! I, 54. 
. 
!natural constitution of' society, and bases it ne1 ther on force 
!nor on popular sanction, but on human nature. as formed by the 
creator_"l) But Filmer's whole argument depends on the identi-
fication of' the kingdom w'itb the family t ;;'lnd of royo.l "dth pat. 
drnal power.14 To do this he propos<td the authority of the 
f,~,ther as the sole natural right. This concept of r1~ht further .... 
od strenghtened the pOSition of the absolute monarch. Aga1ns~ 
~his divine right theory John Locke wrote his f1rstTreat1i21 
on Civil Government. That he concentrates more on Filmer, a 
bost unworthy opponent, rather than. on Hobbes, .1s unfortunate. 
But there 1s a reason • 
• • • 1n Locket s time 311" Robert l''1lm.er was fash1on-
able among royaUsta and Hobbes 'VIas not. Hobbes had 
rejected the claims of the ecclesiastical party and 
reduced the Church to a mere department of the State.15 
In re.t~ting the theory of the divine right ot kings. 
Locke restricted himself to the arguments as proposed by 
filmar. The weak points of the argument were obvious. ltl.rat 
Locke claimed that Filmer ms1nt ..erpreted Scripture. since, as 
a matter ot fact. historical fact. no such kingly power liaS 
1,. :Fi.ll~ls. D&I~nl Rlga'. l4-9. 
14_, ,lW. 
15. J,,!m Locke, i;i' C+U~QN2f:"fllh li;verytnan ~d1t1onf 
ad. JJ11l1am S. Carpenter, . ew or,. • ntro., xiii. 
15 
. 
clairned for Adam, nor was ever held by him, Even if .Adam did 
hold this right ot sovereignty, there could be no possible 
roference between it and the power of modern kings bee~use o£ 
the impossibility of findir~ a lawi~l heir of Adam to this 
kingsh1p.16 Besides att,:cking this theory of pattirnal sovereign-
ty from a negettive vie'~ipoint by showing that Filmer's, proois 
'tlere inadequate, Locke proposed a positi va theory t that all men 
'>Jere born free and equal, Hi th ina11ena ble rights given to them 
by God. These rights will be studied in a later chapter. 
Filmer "deserves to be remembered, lefJs as the most 
perfect exponent of the theory, than as the he~ald of ita deca-
dence.ltl? Filmer' 5 writings,. instea.d of strengimenlng the 
theory, weakened it. After Locke' 8 critique of Filmer, nev.r 
again was the theory of the divine right of kiDJ~ widely defend ... 
e<;l in England. 
16. Figg1s. Q1x&n' R&ih&. 158., 
17. ~., 152. 
CHAP'r.;.;:a III 
LOCKB ON NATUR·L LAW 
Of John Lockets Two Tteatlse§ on C,vil GgvergmeD5, 
;ir Frederick Pollock has said that the seoond treatise "18 
probably the most important. contribution to j~ng11sh Const1tu-
~ional Law by an author who was not a lawyer by profesSion. ttl 
A study of the second treatise will show us what this important 
contribution was. Locke was one of the first ~ngl1sh writers to 
~ake a popular defense of natural rights the basis ot any consti-
tutional form of government. Before we can study these natural 
rights, we must begin where Locke begant~th the concept of man 
in the state of nature, ruled by the law of nature., 
In writing his Ins T£cat&§e§ on 0,1&, G9!etpm9~, 
John Locke followed a fash10nable error of his times. In order 
to study man in political society, Locke, like many other poli-
tical philosophers of the 17th and 16th centuries, begun with 
man in an original state of nature, before any i'orm. of govern-
ment existed. At the beginning of the second chapter of hi • 
. " 1. Frederick Pollock. "WIcke t s 'them 9£ tne Sta3(!lt, 
E~.>6ay, 3rQ Law, London, 1922. 8u. 
16 
I + 
17 
.. 
treatise Locke describes the state ot nature. 
To understand polit1c.:.l1 power aright. and derive it 
from its original, we must consider what estate all 
milD are naturally int··. and that iS t a. state ot perfect freedom to order the r action$,and. dispose of their 
possessions and persona as t.hey·think fit.within 
the bounds of the law of Nature, without ask2ng leave or depending upon the will of u.ny other man. 
Before we pegin an analysis of Lockets stat~nent of man's state 
of nat-ure. two questions anae. First, was th1s state of nature 
both pre-social and pre-political" as it lrlaS for other political 
philosophers such as Hobbes, or was it merely pre-political? 
In describing the state of nature t"\S "a state of peace. good-
will. mutual assistance and preservation") Locke takes it as a 
social state ot nature_ J\t the end 0.£ the second chapter Locke 
< 
t<':tkss the state ot nature as pre-po11t14al. "But I. moreover, 
affirm that all men are naturilly in that state, and remain so 
till, by their own consents, they make themselves members of 
some politic sOoiety.ft4 
The second quastion cannot be answered a8 readily. 
Did Looke consider this state of nature as a luoral or historical 
ra 
2. Locke, ~. II, 4. All reterencesto Look.'s 
T.reat!§! will be tiO paragraph numbers., 
). ~ •• II, )6. 
4. lsii., II, 15. 
. 
_,ct? r,'luch ink has been spilt in an effort to determine 
,;hether or not Lock. (and the other contract theorists, Hobbes 
nd Rousseau) thought that the state of nature was an h1stor1-
al occurrence. That Lockets idea of the stdte of nature wae an 
ccount of how as a matter of historic l';:i,:,t, political society 
rune int4) being, has been denied by some oritics ot ~cke in 
ecent di$ousaions.' In tact, Locke was more influenced by 
rotlus and Hobbes than by Pufendorf, who was the only itn[)or-
ant political philosopher of 1me seventeenth century who denied. 
t.be state of nature was an historical era.6 He believed 
state of na:ture was an actual period which preceded 
n time the state of civil society. He pointed to the state of 
in the beginnings of Venice and Rome, in several com-
5. Pollook, Me.Qk,',@ IblgrY,241t -This state (i.e. the 
tate of nature) ,for LoCh a.s "lor tn. schoolmant is rather a 
erlee'tly conscious abstraction than an attemptto construct the 
ctu.s.l orig1n of soc1ety_ The question 1s what a man. s rights 
oula be 1n the absence of any positive institutions • • • Thi. 
ounts to saying that the problem is not to account tor the 
xistence of society, but to asoertain its best or normal mode 
:t existence.- When Pollock in this passage speaks of "the 
ctual origin ot society" or "the existence of society" .. it i$ . 
£ political soc1etythat he 1s thinking. Society in the broad-
r sense of a cormnunity of persons had no origin for Lock., but 
as existed as long as persons have eXisted. 
6. Sterling P.· Lamprecht,. "he~(tJ;:aJ.: ~g tt11i1e1 
m............. t C. t Archives OJ; Lilosopny, New lork. 1918, 
lJlunitles in the iUneriC&S, in the colony of ftthOse who went 
~Wdy from Sparta. with Palantus." and in the early history ot the 
Jewish people.7 However, though Locke did believe that the 
state ot n€.tu.re existed at one time in history, be was not so , I-
~uch interested in describing an historical tact as 1n asserting 
~he existence ot a moral rae",. Locke W'dS interesteci'inho,,, man 
~hould behave in a state ot nature antecedent toPOlit1eal so-
~iety. 
In describing the state ot nature, Locke speaks of it 
s a state of equality. 
,wherein all the power and jurisd1ction 18 reciprocal, 
no one having mOre tnan another, thare being nothing 
more evident than t11£\t creatures of the eame speed.e. 
and rank, promiscuously born to all the same advantages 
of Nature, an. ~ ti .. of the same faculties, shoult:t 
also be equal one awongst another t without subordina-
tion or subjection.a 
I ere Locke describes an equality which seems to be based on tbe 
e oncept of the eame human natllre. Besides eq':lal1ty, there 1. 
"lerfact free40m to order th.i~ a~t1on8. and diSPOS6 ot their 
oBsessions and persons as they think f1t."9 "Yet 1t i. not 
c: state ot lioence, "for" the state of nature has a law of 
7. Locke, .Q...i. I, 102.10). 
tt. iPAa •• II, 4. 
9. 111W-. II, 6. 
~atura to govern 1t which obliges everyone ••• ,,10 and should 
,ceording1y issue intla stHte of peace, good-will, mutual a s1s~­
(. nee and preservation. ttll 
Th1s state of peace and tranquility stands out in con-
i rast to tha.t state described by Hobbes, against whom Locke 
\ as \"lr11;1ng. ACCOrding to Hobbes' completely naturalist!e 
nterpretation, men are simFly brute., although possessed of 
uperior cunning. At f1rst they are equal.. "Nature hath mad. 
I an equall in thit faculties of 'body. and mind • • • ,,12 Slnoe 
I en have an equall'ty tJt ability; there "ariseth equality of hope 
n the attaining of our Ends." But this leads not to peace and 
1~derstand1ng. but to enmity and war. "And therefore 
. . '. 
~hey become enemies ••• and they are 1n tbat condition which 
s called Warre; and such a warre, as 1s of every man, against 
very man.al) In this atate Of war there 1s no justice or law. 
'1'0 'tb:1s warre of every man against every man this 
also is consequen1; J that nothing can be Unjus1;_ fhe 
notions of Right and Wrong, Justice and Injustice ' 
have there no place. I'Jhere tbere is no common pOltler, 
there 1s no Law: where no Law t no in,just1ce. Force 
10. ~., II, 6. 
11. lW., II, 19. 
12. Thomas Hobbea, !.ev1athaf' in Ma,e1Q~' of Gov'm-
Leonard Dalton Abbott,:Rew ark, 194 ,0 • 
1). lW., 26). 
-f 
are in warre the two Cardinall vertues. l4 
E ut such a state oi' chaos could never exist. Even Hobbes did not 
G~tempt to prove it did. To explain the step from complete 
;:;bsence of all la\il' 1;0 a state in which society could be formed, 
f abbes posited two natural laws. The first he calls the "Right 
(£ Nature" which isnthe liberty each man hath to do anyth~ to 
lreaerve his own Nature_ nlS The second law 1s a precept to pre-
~erve himself. These two laws are not enough, so Hobbes posits 
twa laws of reason. One is to endeavor peace; the other to do all 
1~at 1s necessary ~O acqu1rG peace. These so-called laws have no 
l aal basi.; they are put fOYVIlard by HObbes to insure the forma-
t ion of 80ciety. as we sh&ll see lat,r on. In contract, to.cke 
Iroposes a somewhat solid foundation for natural law. 
Locke called ReasOR the lavi of Nature 
The state of Nature bas a law of Nature to govern it, . 
which obliges every one. and reason, which is that law. 
teaches all mankind who will b¥t CO~1Ult it, that being 
all equal and ind.epend.ent. no one ought to harm another 
in his l1fe, health, liberty, or possessions.10 
t first gan'. this statement seems to be in line with scholas-
1e doctrine. The st.:Jtement is correct, i£ it is rightly under- .} 
lJ ... , bD&d., 265 
15. tRia. 
16. Locke, ~~, II, 6~ 
. 
tood. However. in explaining certain charaoteristics of 
aturcil law, Locke falls into error. Natural law, uccording to 
cholastio philosophy. consists in un1verf~1 diotates of reason 
~hieh arise from man t s nature adequately understood.. now Locke 
iEiS correct in basing naturul law on reason which 1s universal 
n that it was to govern ell m~n. nTbe law that was ~o govern 
dam W'dS to govern a.ll h1s posterity. the law of reason."l? But 
~ocke. even though he attempted to use both reason and the idea 
£ Qed as; the basis of hilS ethiCS" could not fu~ve an ad.equate 
oncep't of man t s nature. First of aU, Looke, according to hi. 
~pist.omology, wa.s a Sen$19~. All that he could know was idea. 
~.r things, and not realities themselves. He could not have eel"-
ain knowledge about the immateriality of maats soul.1S And 
herefore he could not conclude to the 1!Imora11ty ot man's soul, 
fact which 1s the presupposition ot any adequate system of 
~oral1ty. This great truth he had to take on .fa1t.h.19 Even the 
",dea Locke had of God was not sufficient for a completely ad .. 
~uate concept of morality. 1'''01'' Look., the God of Chr1st;ian1t1 
" ,. 
17. ,lW., II, '7. 
lS. John Locke, iisaI~elf11faiD \lndet§taU'u • 
.reorg. Toutl.edge J London. n. d ••. ' .•. ' .. , ' , 
19. ~aa."a •• 440. 
as the God of future rewards and punishments. In his Basal 
~~~==:~.::.1I.:::=::=-::r.::.::::.;::;&..:::.;::o~==:Q.' Locke has an idea of God as the 
uthor of divine law. 
First, there is ·the d1 vine law. whereby I mean the law 
which God has set to the actions of men, whether prom-
ulgated to them by the light of· nature, or the voice of 
revelation. That God has given a rule whereby men 
should govern themselves, I think there is nobody so 
brutish as to deny. He nas a right to do it, we are 
His creatures. He has goodness and wisdom to direct 
.our actions to that which 1a best; and He has pOltler to 
enforce it by rew~rds and punishments, of infin1te 
weight and duration, in ~aher life; for nobody can 
take U$ out of His llands." 
in the Treati!I!!. be does not employ the idea of God as a 
eans of proving hi. moral rUles, but derives his conolusions 
rom the agreement or disagreement of other id~.21 Reason 1s 
phaslzed as the most reliable norm. "Reason must be our last 
clge and guide in everything. "22 But even reason, because men 
n disagree so much among themselves, i8 not final.· A common 
nsent ot that reason teaohes 1s needed. "There wanta an ests-
11shed. settled. known law, received and allowed by common con-
~ ~ 
ent to be the standard ot right and wrong, and this common 
asure to decide all controversies between them_,,2J Here Locke 
20. :&b&si., 260. 
21. Lamprecht, Hsr@l 8;pd P2Mt a:w. 83. 
22. Lock., is§fX H'Y'I 595, 
. 
oglcally argues to the need ot civil law. Reason. the law of 
ature. \\:as adequate tor man in determining right from wrollg. 
. , 
tut because of 19no:rance. prejudice. and the 1nopportunity to 
pply reason, something more was needed. This was civil "law. 
~ecelved and allowed by common consent. to be the standard of 
. 
~ight ':tnd \,;rong. n r~ow human a.greement as the sole no~ of law 
rould lead to positivism, Locke did not intend such an extreme. 
~ut his emphasis on agreement would provide the key which would 
>pen the door to positivism and pragmatism later on. This can 
)13 more readily seen when ~le come to examine his ideas on what 
lould correspond to obligation and sanction in OUr terminology'_ 
~'fllen John Locke first speaks oJ: reason as the law of 
ature. be says that it "obliges eve17 one". Furthe...,re, in. 
3peaking about paternal power he sayss "For law, in its true 
lotion. 1$ not so much the liln1tation a.s the direotion of a. .free 
~nd intel,llgent agent to his proper interest t dnd.. prescribes no 
~ber than 1s for the genel"al good of those under the law • .,24 
md in a th1rd place: " • • • for men being all the woritnlansh:t.p 
).i: one omnipotent and infinitely wiae l"lake%'~ all thw servants ot 
~ne sovereign Master, are sent into this world by His order and 
about Hls business • • • "2; These three statements of Locke, 
appearing in different places in his \~rk, would be sufficient 
if taken together to form the basis of a correct concept of 
obl1gat1o~. For they contain the two necessary points of obli-
gation, namely, ultimate end and ordination. But nowhere in his 
work does Locke join these ideas to form a proper concept of 
obligation. Locke saw that reason, the law of nature, was the - ~ .. 
promulgation of the divine law. But he does not .~ress ordina-
~ion to man'. final end, the basic factor in obligation. There- ~~ 
fore locke ls forced to str~ss the obligation o£ reason. 
HovJever. he does not make reason autonomous, as does Kant. 
i-eason is man's means of knowing his obligation to strive tor his 
Irinal end. But reason alone, aa intrinsic principle, cannot be, 
~he ult1m.ate foundation of oqligation. The obligation must come ~ ,. 
from. an 'external prinCiple, as ordination to a final end, whioh 
is found in the eternal law. This can oblige man to order his 
actions SQ that God, his final end, can be ach1.eved. Since 
reason alone did not provide sufficient obligation. in the 
Original state of nature, according to Looke, sought a more per-
~ect obligation in political society. But 1f reason in the case 
of one man was 1n~ffic1ent to provide obligation, how could "an 
25. ,9&4., II, 6. 
. 
~stablished. settled. known law, received and allowed by the 
pommon consent to be the standard of right and wrong" be forceful 
~nough to obligate all men? His efforts to find a solid basis 
~or obligation in civil society were doomed to failure. 
As Locke erred 1n his explanation of obligation, so he 
~rred in his dicussion of sanction of the natural law. Of all 
~he points of Lockts doctrine. this particular one on sanction 
~nd coaction 1s the strangest. Locke, an extreme ind1vidualist, 
nade the mistake of coni~s1ng self-defense with sanction, and so 
,ave to each man the power of execution of the law. 
And that all men may be rest.rained from invading 
other's.rights, and from hurt to one another, and 
the Law of Nature be observed. which w1l1eth the 
peace and preservation of all mankind, the execution 
of the law of Nature 1s in that state put into 
every man's hands, whereby he has the right to 
punish the transgressors ot that lQ!6to such a 
degree as may h1nder its Violation. 
~cke is quite correct in realizing the need of sanction of law. 
For the law of Nature would, as all other laws that concern men 
.n this world, be in vain 1f there was nobody that in the state 
)f Nature had a power to execute the law, and thereby preserve 
he 1nnocent and restrain offenders • • • »27 But his faulty 
",oeic carries him into error. 
26 •• b~a •• II, 7. 
27. IbiS, 
•• • and it anyone in the s~te of Nature may 
punish another tor the evil he has done, every one 
may do &0. For 1n that state ot perfect equality. 
where naturally there is no superio~ty or juris-
diction of one over another, what any man may do 
in prosecution of t21 law, every one must needs 
have a right to do. 
~s if this right of execution of the law was not enough, Locke 
'lent even £Urther. He gave to the injured party the right to 
~eek reparation. "He who hath received any damage has (besides 
he right of punishment common to him, with other men) a parti ... 
ulnr right to seek reparation from him that hath done It.n29 
n attributing to each individual man the right of execution and 
he right of reparation, Looke \168 merely follOwing his own 
ogio. Yet he did not come to the true, logical conclusion. The 
hole idea of jurisdiction i8 based on superiority. It would be 
ontrar,y to justice for one equal to exercise jurisdiction oYer 
i nother equal. Therefore, for one man to exercise jurisdiction 
ever another, he must be that man's.superior. either by nature 
lr by office. Now, according to Locke, all men in the state ot 
1 ature were equal. Therefore I/ocke was forced to admit a contra-
(iction, namely, equals exerciSing Jurisdiction over one another. 
'his was truly a strange doctrine, as Locke was willing to admit. 
28. n1Q. 
29. ~ •• II, 10. 
. 
rbe reason for Lockets admitting such a doctrine can be found in 
,is extreme individualism. Locke studied the government of his 
)wn day and saw that 1 t rightly possessed the power of punishing 
~r1minals and exacting reparation. Since government according to 
~im was merely a social contract of individuals. and had. no mon 
~ower than what each individual ceded over to it as he joined 
~overnmental SOCiety, Locke concluded that each man in the state 
~£ natur! must possess executive power. Locke missed a funda-
~ental distinction. Men binding themselves together in civil 
oclety have the right to deSignate the man or group of men who 
ill act as executor of the la.w. But lndi vidual men cannot ex .. 
ute the law. Though Locke sees the need of sanction for natural 
aw, he certainly errs in determining how this sanction is ob-
a.ined. In one place, when discussing conquest. Locke does 
peak ot,eventual righting of the scale of justice. of divine 
anctian, thus showing that he had some notion of the ordination 
f law. But nowhere does he develop this idea; nor does he con-
ect it li!th the law of reason, which for him is the natural law. 
In our discussion of natural law, we saw that in 
~ckets state of nature there was a need for a greater under-
tanding of the individual's obligation to natural law. This 
J eed was one of several, according to Locke, lih1ch led to the 
oundation of civil SOCiety. Though Lockets state of nature was 
a state of good will. mutual assistance and preservation". 
...,/; 
~hought it \'las not a tfstate of '111arre, every man against every 
pan", still it was not an ideal state. 30 Locke gives three 
~otives which prompted men in the state of nature to form civil 
~ociety. 
The first motive was to fulfill the desire for greater 
physical conveniences of 11fe. 
• • • for as much as we are not by ourselves sut-
f1cient to furnish ourselves with competent store 
of things needful for such a life as our Nature 
doth desire, a 11fe fit tor the dignity ot man. 
therefore to supply these defects and imperfections 
which are in us, as living single and solely by our~ 
selvesl we are naturally 1niuced to seek comuun1on and fa1 owship with others." 
The second motive is the desire tor a more perfect 
~ecur1ty than that which 1s found in the state of nature. 
Though in the state of Nature man hath a right (to 
&!te ~nd lia~~I) yet the enjoyment of it is very-
uncertaIn an: constantly exposed to the invasion of 
othel?; for all being kings as much as he, every man 
his equal, and the greater part no strict observers 
of equality and justioe, the enjoyment" of the proper- 32 
ty ,he has in this state 1s very unsafe. very insecure. 
~lthough both of the above reasons are valid, the conclusion 1s 
)0. L. Stephen, fSf07! 21: Enzl1sh ThouAi'aht in the l§Sb 
~enturY. New York. 1927, I, 3. 
)1. Locke. ~t II. 15. 
. " 
32. Iblg., II. 123, italics mind. 
• )0 • 
. 
not sufficient. Civil society is not merely useful. but 1s 
absolutely necessary for the complete perfection of man's nature 
~n this l1fe. Man by nature is a social being. For he is born 
~nto the family which is a real society, although an imperfect 
pne. l1fan in his human nature is ordained to a final end. namely 
pod. Therefore man is obliged to do all that is nece,ssary to 
~chieve this one final end and all intermediate ends which lead 
p.p to the final end. 1;;'la.n bas a body to be developed and per-
~ected. But from the day of his birth he needs help from others, 
his mother, family, school companions, teachers, nursers t docton'\ 
and countless others. Man 1s capable of learning the arts and 
sciences, of learning a~ indefinite amount of knowledge. But ,he 
must be helped, cajoled, inspired. and sometimes forced into 
learning. Man has a soul, created for one final pu.rpose, to know 
and love God. But he needs the help of his mother, of religious 
~eachers. of priests, and the prayers and good example 01 others. 
~en need to be directed in deciding a common procedure in the 
persuance of collective goals. In short, man has a nature to 
perfect. Therefore he has the aptitude and necessity tor 
SOCiety. 
The third, and most pressing motive for forming civil 
SOCiety was, according to Locke, the difficulty and inconvenience 
involved in the tact that in the state ot nature each man posses-
sed oomplete executive power of the law of nature. Locke gives 
. 
;,hree reasons tor this difficulty. First: 
There wants an established, sattled, knOi-.'ll law, re-
ceived and allowed by the common consent to be the 
standa.rd of right and wrong. and the cotm'llon measure 
to decide all.controversies between th$Jn. For though 
the law of Nature be plain and intelligible to all 
rational creatures, yet men, being biased by their 
interests as well as ignorant tor want of study ot 
it, are not apt to follow it as,a law binding them 
in the application ot it to their particular cases. 33 
In the seoondplace. even though men may have a right 
flill to do what is just toward others, still men can never be 
~ure that what they decide to do is the best thing, because man 
. s naturally biased in his Ol'Jll regard. 
Lastly. granting the first two conditions. man without 
he force ot law and government behind him. cannot be sure that 
~e haa the strength to nee that justice is done, \l1hether in his 
~wn regard or in the case of a neighbor. These three reasons 
re brought forward by Locke to explain a difficulty he would 
ot have had if he had knOl.m that the individual man has the 
)O'Her to designate the executor ot the law, but does not have 
~hat executive power himself. Having explained man's motivation 
f"or forming civil SOCiety, Locke proceeds to show by what act 
;overnment 1s tormed. 
Since the state, aocording to Locke, did not flow from 
~nts nature, a way had to be found to arrive at civil society. 
locke proposed the compact theory. 
~~n being, as has been said, by nature all free. 
equal and independent, no one can be put out of 
this estate and subjected to the political power 
of another without his consent! which is done by 
agreeing withLother men, to jo n and unite into 
a community.)'" 
1ae essential note which binds men into civil society, therefore, 
i~ consent. 
And thus, that whioh begins and actually constitutes 
any political society is nothing but the consent of 
any number of freemen capable of majority, to unite 
and incorporate into such a society. And this 1s 
that, and that only, which did or could give begin-
ning to any lawful government in this world.J' 
L ~cke' s doctrine on consent was two-told. First, as tHr as the 
or-iginal :founding was concerned, Locke demanded that consent be 
g tten from each man. "For, when any number of men have, by the 
e nsant of every indiVidual, made a communit.y. they have thereby 
m de that community one body. ftJ6 This is certainly in contrast 
w th scholastic doctrine on consent, as it 1s explained by Suarez, 
w 0 demands the consent of only a majority.3? Secondly. when 
34 •• aiS't II, 95. 
, , 
35. 12&g., II, 99. 
. . 
36. ;U~·~gl' II. 96. 
J7. Fl'.'1.nciscus Suarez Omn,a Opere. Paris, 18;6, V t 15, 4 ftsecundum civile autem jus illa censetur sanior ~~rs quae est 
nu jor tot1us consessus. ft 
,'"'. 
. 
~ock. speaks about the consent of the majority, he is referring 
~ore to the acts of the state once it has been formed. 
When any number of men have so consented to make one 
community or-government, they are thereby presently 
incorporated. and made one body politic, wher$in this 
majority have a right to act and conclude the rest.:' 
• • .. they have thereby made the conn.nunity one body 
with a power to act as one body. \-[h1eh i:l only b,y the 
will and determination of the majority.J~ 
And thus every man, by consenting with others to make 
one body politic under one government, puts himself 
under an obligation to everyone of that society to 
submit to the detenp,ination of the majority, and to 
be concluded by it. 40 
n explaining majority doctrine, Locke goes too far. He sees 
~he majority assuming a right coincident with the forrr~tion of 
~he state to decide matters of policy. Majority vote, hot'fever 
lXercised, is merely a procedure a.greed upon 1n the for:mation of 
some states for the ultimate decision of disputed questions. 
3esides demanding the consent of each individual in the founding 
pf civil society, Locke made consent the sale means of entering 
~ivil society. "Nothing can make any man so but his actually 
~ntering into it bypos1tive engagement and express promise and 
38. Locke, ~t II, 95. 
39. IbiS,. lIt 96. 
40. tR&~" II, 97. 
ompact_ ft41 Locke even requires children to give consent when 
hey become of age. This is obvIously false. A child when he 
,rows up may change his citizenship. But at birth, he becomes 
citizen of the country in which he is born. 
By the act of consent which brings the comrnunity into 
istenee as a body politic, each man, according to Locke, re-
inquiahes two powers he possessed ,in the original state of 
The first power of doing whatever he thought fit for 
the preservation of himself and the rest of mankind, 
he gives up to be regulated by laws made by aocieJ:,y • • • 
Secondly, the power of punishing he wholly gives 
up, and engages his natural forces • • • to assist 
the executive l'Q'\I>ler of.' the society as the law thereof 
shall requires~4a 
ther natural rights, namely, the rights of life, liberty, and 
state, man retains after he consents to enter civil society. 
'~fuenwe compare 'the above explanation of consent with 
enaral schola;;:rtie doctrine,43 wa find obvious differences. 
41. 'b&sI't II, 122, 
42 •• \1&9 •• II, 129-130. 
43. For a treatment of consent as the proximate effi"'" 
ient cause of civil SOCiety in connection w1th popular soverei~ 
y conferl St. Thomas, SJiI¥!I! Theg~~~Oa~ 1-11.1 q97, a Ji ad J; 
Re 1 I 6; Suarez, -!~~-~f' ~II 4.2; 4,41, . 
,"II ~,9J Bellarm1ne,[i 2:C'11I ~I, nota J and 4. 
!Wacke mi:lkes consent the basis of a compact theory. 'JJ'hereas the 
~oc1al nature of man requires no compact. Again. Locke sees the 
~jority assuming a right upon formation of the 3tate. '~fhere 1n 
reality, majority-rule 1s only a procedure, and not a right. 
;~oreover, Locke is in error in aSSigning the chief cause of 
society to the preservation of property.44 Any state of nature 
~lich requires a compact to form civil society implicitly denies 
vhe social nature of man. According to Locke, civil SOCiety 
arose out of convenience and utility. This misconception about 
(lan's nature will be in evidence in Locke's treatment of natural 
As we .hav~ seen in Locke's theory, reason. albeit act-
~ng from utilitarian motives, was the directing cause of the in-
sti tution of government .~;hereas in Hobbes f theory. men. are 
compelled by necessity to come together into a community, self-
preservation forces men to introduce the restraint of authority 
upon their actions. 45 And yet this contract, according to 
Hobbes, 1s not natural but artificial. 
Lastly!. the agreement of these (ani!!!l) creatures 1S. 
Natural; that of men, is by Covenant only, which is 
Artificiall: and therefore it is no wonder it there 
be somewhat else required to make their Agreemcmt con-
44. Locke, ~, II, 124. 
45. Hobbes, Lex&ath~nt 262. 
stan~ and lasting, which is Common " Power, to keep 
them in all1e, and6to direct their actions to the Common Benefit,lt 
n the natural state of man, war, according to Hobbes, made the 
aws ot nature incapable of restraining and directing men. A 
~otnrn~m Power \l>}'as an absolute necessity. The only way to erect 
~his Common Power ''las "to conferre all power and strength upon 
~ne man, or upon one assembly of men, that may reduce all their 
~il18t by plurality ot voices, to one \Villtf • 47 This banting over 
>f each mant 5 power to one authority results in the formation of 
~he commonwealth. The common power or sovereign has absolute 
;>0\,,61" over his subjects, "to the end he lnay use the strength 
and means of them all, as he shall think expedient, for their 
Peace and Common Defencef ... 46 How the consequence of such a 
~heory escaped Hobbes is surprising. Hor men would be living in 
~ slave state. True. they would be protected from the attacks 
of their fellow men, but they would be powerless against a 
t.yrant ruler. 
The two contract theories of Hobbes and Locke really 
~ad much in common. Both theories emphasize the need for just1-
~ication tor the existence of the state and its exercise of 
lt6. 19&4" 264.. 
4.7. ~R,gt, 264. 
4.$. ;Ll!&S& •• 28', 
!'"sstraint, and both attempt to give that. justi£ici.:ition. Both 
are based on a view of human nature which takes man to be funda-
.lentally autonomous and independent. Hence the necessity of a 
c.ontract to bring men together. Both Locke and Hobbes failed to 
~ake the conclusion that men are dependent on each other. since 
they require. the society of their fellows for their 0\'01 complete·· 
individual development. However. these two theories had one 
lIlajor difference. Hobbes' theory destroyed natural rights. 
while Locke's theory l>'las pushed to the limit to preserve natural 
-ights, as \'19 sh~;tll see in the next chapter. 
CHAPTbJi IV 
LOCKE'S PHILOSOPH! 
OF NATURAL RIGHTS 
In the preceding chapter we considered Lockets treat-
~ent of natural law. the basis tor natural rights. Now we shall 
~tudy his doctrine of natural rights, first in general. then in 
particular. But .first we must begin "'lith a discussion of the 
"lord BCl'lS, or its Latin equivalent, Jlu1. Right can stand for 
L.hree things: l first, tor a partioular tihing or object of just .... 
4ceJ secondly, for a law; and thirdly, for a moral power or 
'aculty. The first meaning ~s primary, and from it the other 
t.wo are derived. ~)t. Thomas, 2 in his treatment of right. shows 
",hat justice is a virtue which orders one person to\'ilird another. 
setting up SOme kind of equality; and that in respect to which 
",his equa11.tyax1sta 1s called ..i!Y., or right. Hense \lTe may con-
clude that right 1s the object of justice. Having understood 
.1. Vietore Cathrein fhJ., Pb:1.Jr.211!2phla ~lotaJ..!. 17th 
~d •• Friburg, 1932. 207. 
2. 3t. Thomas, SWlBa Theglgg&SA, II-II, 57, 1 c. 
1 his,. we can see how right stands for law. For law 16 the 
! ource and the measure of right taken in the .first sense. From 
,ight as a law flows the meaning of right as a faoulty or moral 
ower. For anyone under a law, must have the power or ability 
o do that which is demanded by the law. This is the meaning in 
1 hich right is generally used by modern authors.> Therefore, we 
lay define right as "a moral power of dOing, demanding, or 
ossessing something". This 1s the meaning 1n which we shall 
onsider right in our study of Locke. 
Locke, in his treatises on q'vil, {}S!2rnm!mt, never 
ives a strict de.fin1tion of right. But from the way he speaks 
c bout it, we can easily arrive a~ his meaning of right. The 
ictionary defines right as tia pO\"ler or pri v11ege to which one 
s entitled upon prinCiples of lIlorality, religion. law, or the 
1ke".4 Locke would certainly agree with this definition in so 
ar as right is a power to something. But the question that 
rises is whether Locke considered this power moral or physical. 
ocke does not answer this question in so many words. but from 
hat he says we can safely conclude that he mea.nt the power to 
e moral. First of all, Locke wrote against Hobbes, who gave 
3. Ignatius \'1. Cox S.J. j Liberty;! Its use and Abuse, 
ew York, 1937, It 19-25. 
4 •. \if~$te,rtsuMbr~dtled D.C!t12MD:, 2nd ed., Spring-
lald, Mass., 36, 2I4? . 
man no natural rights but the r1ght to dd everything to preserve 
his, own life, to ldll if necessary. For Hobbes might, that is, 
physical power, \1&3 right. Locke 18 ppposlng him held that 
right was based on reason, not on might. Jecondly,this right 
was known by reason to be equal among a'11 men, and therefore 
had to be moral. S Ii power was physical, rights would not be 
equal among men. 
After this preliminary examinat10n of what Locke 
meant by right, we must now consider the basis he gives for 
right. Locke says that men are fraIl the servants of one sover-
eign Master, sent into this ,..,orld by His order and about Hia 
business.1t6 In the same paragraph, Locke goes on to explain 
that those who are under the law have certain obligations to the 
law. To fulfll1.these obligations, they have the necessary 
rights. Now Locke correctly starts out with law, the divine law. 
In the second book of his Essax' oD Humaa UQderstand.us, 
where he discusses moral relations, Locke speaks of divine law 
as "the measure of sin and duty". 
First, the divine law. whereby I mean the law which 
God, has set to the actions of m.en. whether promulgated 
to them by the light of nature, or the voice of 
revelation. ••• This 1s the only true touchstone 
,. Locke. e.G •• 6. 
6~ IW. 
o:f moral recti tude; and by cornpariflg them to this 
law it is that men judge ot the most considerable 
moral good or evil of their actions; that is, 
whether as duties or sins they are like to procure 
themselves haRP1ness or misery from the hands at 
the idmighty. '{ 
.. 
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In this paragraph Locke states all the elements necessary for a 
correct concept of right. ~~rst, there is law universally pro-
mulgated by either reason or revelation. Here we are interested 
mainly in divine law promulgated through reason. Decondly. 
Locke speaks ot duty and obligation. In fact he devides human 
actions into only two categories, duties and sins. This concept 
of obligation Locke further clarifies in two other places in the 
;':;$ sal:_ First he speaks about moral good and evil. "Moral good 
and evil. then, is only the confonnity or disagreement ot our 
voluntary actions to some law.: whereby good and evil is drawn on 
us from the ,'1111 and power of the lawmaker. ftS This concept of 
moral good or evil leads to morality which he explains when re-
jecting innate moral principles • 
•• • the true ground of morality ••• can only be 
the will and law of God, who sees rnen in the dark. 
has in his hands rewards and punishments, and power 
enough to call to acoount the proudest offender. 
For God by an inseparable connexion, joined virtue 
and public happiness together, and made the practice 
7. Locke. H!WaB yn~ersxand*B&, II, 28, g. 
8. Ibid •• II, 28. 5. 
thereof necessary to the preservation ot society, 
and visibly to all with whom the virtuous man has 
to do • •• This (the disobedience of lomf) takes 
nothing from the !uoral and eternal oSiIgat on 
which these laws evidentlyhave.~ 
Here Locke refers to the proximate end of man, the happiness of 
man 1n human society in this world. There is no opposition to 
the ultimate end. Locke merely fails to treat of man t s ultimate 
end. This concept of divine law is correct as far as it goes. 
But it 1s inadequate. Locke tailed to make a complete analys1. 
of the matter. He asswned as true the doctrines commonly accept-
ed in his day. This is the great weakness of his whole treat-
ment. 
From obligat:lon to divine law would naturally flow 
~atural rights of those under the law. In his E8~Y; gn HY.WJm 
Understanding, Locke stresses the point of obligation, and fa11s 
to treat ot rights. This treatment he leaves for his second 
T.reat1s.G on Clvil Gove -runert, \i'here he oonsiders natural law and 
all its implications. 
At the beginning of his second Tte!tl;! Locke makes 
~wo statements, one about the equality ot men in the state ot 
~ture. and the other about the law of reason which teaches a 
poncluslon of equality. J;t"'irstlYt Locke says that the state of 
~ture ls: 
A state also of equality, wherein all the power 
and jurisdiction 1s reciprocal, no one having 
more t~aI) ~nother, there being ,nothing more 
evident than that creatures of the same species 
and r'dIlk,. promiscuously born to all the same 
<j.dvantages of Na1ture 1 and the \laG of the same 
.acult1es, shou d also be equal one amongst 1 
another. without subordination or subjection. ° 
And secondly, about reason. Locke says: 
The state of Nature has a law of Nature to govern 
it, which obliges everyO~k! and reason, which 18 
tha t law, teaches all ma . oct who will rut consult 
it, that being all equal and 1ndependent,no one 
ought to harm anotheilin his 11fe, health, liberty 
or posse~sions. • • 
'1"he first of the above statements shows the equality of man from 
the fact of" equality of nature. This seems rather clear and re-
quires no further pro'f. The second statement shows that all 
men are equal, a fact taught by reason, the law of natura. This 
equality would extend to \'lhataver rights men might have. Locke 
does not yet prove natural rights. The sentence: nNo one ought 
to harm another in his life. health, liberty or possessions ••• ft 
is a negative statement of man's duties. From thls Locke could 
have reasoned to natural rights. But he does not do so at thls 
pOint. 
In another place Locke seems to arsrue to natural rights 
10. Locke. C.Gtta 4. 
11. ,bt.d,. 6. 
. from the fact that men are all creatures at one God. 
• • • for men being all the workmanship of one 
omnipotent and infinitely wise Maker; all the 
servants of one sovereign Master. sent into the 
l\forld by His order and about His business; they 
are His property f whose· \'.[orkmanship they are. 
made to last durlng His. not a.notherts pleasure. 12 
Here Locke comes close to a correct argument for natural rights, 
but, again, the analysis is incomplete. He fails to· state the 
e11d of man. The clause, Usent into the world by His order and 
about His bUSiness," provides a correct line of argument. If 
God puts man in this world with a specific task to perform, man 
has the obligation to do all in his power to accomplish this 
task. Along With the obligation, man must have all: necessary 
rights, as the duties are natural duties. And these would be 
natural rights. Had Locke eared ~o develop this argument, he 
would have had a strong basis for his natural rights doctrine. 
But he contented himself with assumptions that probably seemed 
to him to be Obvious. 
The above statements, sketchy as they may seam, are 
Locke's arguments for natural rights. Perhaps it would be better 
to call them mere statements of natural rights, for Locke haa 
made little attempt to prove them. Still, tremhls principles, 
Looke has deduoed two oardinal rights. The first 1s the right 
12. ~. 
of property of which we shall treat short.ly. 'l'hEi second is the 
right to punish those who transgress the la.w. The second right 
\ 
which is more a defense of right, is "avery strange doctrine",1) 
even according to Locke. / 
· 
All rights, as we saw above t 14 are moral powers. Now 
from an analysis of right we can oonclude that certa1~ rights 
are coactive. That is, a person possessing a right, has joined 
to it, the moral power of exercising physical force to protect 
or insure his right. This property of r1gh't is absolutely nec-
essary, for right without it would be in vain. Lock saw the im-
portance of this point when he said that it was necessary "that 
all men may be restrained i'rom invading other,. rights, and from 
doing hurt to one another, and the law of Nature be observed, 
t'lhich \1illeth the peace and preservation of all mankind. ,,1.5 Now 
in stating his argument J Locke makes a valid premise. H For the 
law ot Nature would, as all other laws that concern men in this 
world, be in vain it there was nobody that in the state of 
~ature had the power to execute that law, and thereby preserve 
the innocent and restrain offenders. ft16 But 'then Locke comes to 
1.3. Locke, ~, 9. 
14. cf. page 39. 
1.5. Locke. ~, 7. 
16. Ib*a'f 7. 
/ 
this oonclusion. 
The exeou'10n of the law of Nature 1s in ~hat state 
put into every manta hands, whereby avery one has a 
right to punish the transgressors of that law to 
sucb a degree as rr£1 hinder its violation • • • and 
if anyone in the state of Nature may punish another 
for any evil he has done, every one may do 80. For 
in that state of perfect equality, .where naturally 
there is no superiority or jurisdiotion of one over 
another, what any raan may do in the proseoution ofl? 
that law, every one must needs have a right to do. 
Because of insufficient analysis Locke has come to a 'l>1rong con-
clusion. He has confused coaction of right with execution 01 
the law. And to do so, Locke had to go contrary to his own 
logic. All along Locke has been arguing the equality of men. 
This equality would include whatever rights were natural to men. 
Imt this equality could not include the right to execute the law. 
For in order that one man execute the law in regard to another, 
he must be his superior, either by nature or by office. The 
first is impossible. since all men are born "creatures of the 
same species and rank • • • equal one amongst another, without 
subordination or subjection".18 The second is likewise ruled 
out, since no man has been appointed by God as ruler over an-
other. Therefore Locke is led to the illogical conclusion of 
having equals exercising an office which implies superiority. 
17. l;aig,. 7. 
18. ,;gig.... 4. 
L 
Locke's general doetrine on natural rights is weak 
because he failed to carry his reasoning through to its conclu-
sions. However, the statement of his doctrine accomplished its 
iwned1ate purpose, the refutation of the absolutism ot Thomas 
Hobbes. Man in the state of Nature, according to Hobbes, \fas at 
war wi'th every man, while Locke claimed the state to be peace-
. ' 
lul. According to both, the state of Nature was succeeded by a 
civil society based on compact. For Locke, this was a matter ot 
utility since man lacked certain conveniences in the state of 
Nature. However, for Hobbes, this compact was one of necessity. 
ThQugh man was at war with his neighbor. he somehow illogically 
was "endeavoring peace"19 and was "willing to lay down his rights 
to all thingsff20 'to become an absolute subject with merely 
positive rights. 21 Not so according to Locke. Man entered 
society, retaining some dignity and certain inalienable rights. 
Theae rights a.re classically enumerated as the rigbts to life, 
liberty, and property. Sometimes Looke speaks of them separate-
ly: " ••• the life, the liberty, health, limb or goods of an-
•• 
19. Hobbes. ~eviathan, 2;0. 
20. .b~d.. 2;0. 
21. lbld ll , 272. 
otherff ,22 while at other times, he groups them all under the one 
title of property: ft. • • preservation of their lives, liberties, 
and estates, which I call by the general name, property.ft2) For 
convenience sake, and because they are so treated by most 
authors. we shall consider them as individual rights. 
The first inalienable right is the right to lite • 
.Few philosophers would explioitely deny this. .Even Hobbes in 
his state of war, all against all, admitted that man had a right 
to his own life, though, as has been seen, this was not strictly 
a ~oE!l power. Locke, therefore, found it easy to defend this 
natural right. His arguments are deduCed from reason. F.1rst, 
men are "all the workmanship of one omnipotent and infin1tely 
'.vise Maker; all the servants of one sovereign~~aster. sent into 
the world by His order and about His business; they are His 
property, whose workmanship they are made to last during His, 
not another's pleasureff • 24 From this Locke draws two conclu-
sions. The first is a prohibition against suioide. «~veryone 
is bound to preserve himself. and not to quit his station will-
22. Locke, ~. II, 6. 
23. &P~9" II, 123. 
24. Locke, C,Q,. 7. 
r j , 
fully.w2S The second 1s an obligation ·to preserve the rest ot 
ma.nkind and ffnot to take away or impair the life. or whatever 
tends to the preservation of the life ot another".26 The 
second argument is from equality. "And, being furnished with 
like faculties, sharing all in one community ot Nature. there 
cannot be supposed any such subordination among us t~at may 
authorize us to destroy one another. as 1£ we were made tor one 
anotherts uses, as the interior ranks of creatures are tor 
ours.u2~ These two arguments are quite reasonable, and were in 
no \'Iay strange to any man ot 17th century England. TAcke, 
theretore. had no trouble 1n prov1ng man's fundamental right to 
life. But not so when he came to consider the problem of 
11berty. 
In studying the subject of liberty, Locke considers it 
in two Circumstances, first in the state of nature, and then in 
civil SOCiety. They are essentially the same, although the 
latter has self-imposed restriction on the former. In the 
fourth chapter of his Tteat.st, Locke defines the liberty ot the 
state of Nature. "The natural liberty of man 1s to be free from 
2.5. ,b&4 •• 6. 
26. ~J2'!&&. 6. 
27. ,.bids , 6. 
so • 
• 
~n1 superior power on earth, and not to be under the will or 
~egislative authority of man, but to have only the law of Nature 
"or his rule'f.28 This liberty, as we have seen, is not a state 
)£ licence. but one entirely subject to reason which regulates 
l.the use of all creatures. 29 This limitation of liberty'is en-
l.t1rely in B.c·;ord with man's na.ture. His ordination to a final 
end limits his activities if he 1s to pursue his final goal. 
~ocke refers specifically to two limitations in the sta.te of 
~ature. First, man "has not liberty of destroy himself, or 80 
puch as any creature in his possess1on."30 ~Jecondly, man may 
~not take away or impair the life, or what tends to the praser-
~ation of the life, the liberty. health. 11mb, or goods of an-
~ther1t.31 This use at liberty is based on mants reason, and i8 
~reatly befitting his dignity and nature. 
Liberty in SOCiety is similar to that in nature, only 
~ere the restrictions are made explicit by established law. 
The liberty of man in society is to be under no 
other l1gislative power but that established by 
consent in the commonwealth, nor under the ' 
dominion of any will, or restraint ot any law, 
but what the legislativ.~2Shall enact according 
to the trust put in it.,'" 
28. Looke, CtG1':t 21. 
29. • i2&d •• 6 • 
30. • ~a.. 6 • 
)1. ,a1sl •• 6. 
)2. ,laid •• 21. 
This "liberty to follow ones will in ail things \'Jere the rule 
prescribes not" has a negative aspect. !J!an is to be lett to his 
own liberty as much as possible. This individualistic tendency 
will limit law more and more. and its influence becomes more 
evident 1n Lockets treatment of private property. 
In the T£ea£iston C1viJ., Goveram!!lt, the tr~atment at 
liberty assumes griaat importance for it was closely connected 
with the main purpose ot the :£reat!S!h Locke wrote to justify 
"the Glorious Revolution ot 1688B • To do this Locke had to 
prove that man had by nature a right to revolt against a tyranio 
government. Since men freely entered. into clv11 soc1ety to pro-
tect their rights and liberties, Locke concluded that whenever 
these rights and libert1es were in grave danger, men had the 
right to revolt. 
Whensoever, therefore! the legislative' shall trans-
gress this tundatlHltnta rule of SOCiety, -and e1ther 
by ambition, fear, folly, or corruption, endeavor 
to grasp themselves, or put into the hands of any 
other. (an absolute power over the lives, liberties, 
and est'ates of the people, by this breach of trust 
tluay forteit the power the people had put into thair 
hands for quite contrary ends, and it devolves to 
the people, who have a right to resume their original 
liberty, and by the establishment ot a new legislative (such as they shall think fit), provide for their own 
safety and secur1ty, which is the end tor which they 
are in SOCiety.)) 
S&Q 
The argument is logical, and the conclusion, valid. M:en do 
possess the liberty of choosine their ol'tn fonn of government, 
and of disbanding it when it no longer serves the purpose for 
which it was formed. 
In order that we may later make a valid criticism of 
Lockets writings on liberty, it is necessary to consider hi. 
treatment of th1. natural right in another of his works. Locke 
wrote three Letters Concem1,pgTol9F!t~on. and three defense. ot 
1h! Re!soQaglen!ss 2£ Christlan1~I. In a note to the reader of 
the first Litter go Tolerat&on Locke writes: "Absolute Liberty. 
Just and True Liberty, Equal and Impartial Liberty. is the thing 
we stand 1n need of. n)4 About toleration he writes, "I esteem 
that Toleration 1s the chief ct~racterist1cal Mark of the True 
Church".3; And further on he saysl 
The Toleration of those that differ from others in 
1·1atters of Heligion t is so agreeable to the Gospel 
ot Jesus Christ. and to the genuine Reason ot ~ian­
kind. that is seems monstrous for Men to be so blind, 
as not to perceive thg Necessity and Advantage ot tt, 
in so clear a Light.3 
However this was a strange kind of toleration which Locke claim-
ed he had found in the Gospel of Christ, for it allowed him to 
.. 
.34. Locke, VJor)s§!t ~!t£er an Tgd-!ra3(i2Ih II, 231 • 
.3.5. ,b3.4" 233 • 
.36 •• b~d., 234. 
• 
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exclude both Roman Catholics and Atheists from the state, all in 
the same breath.)7 Actually, Locke was at this point introduc-
ing into his essay without discrimination some related but quite 
distinct questions, namely, freedom of conscience in general, 
the Protestant claim to the right of privately interpreting 
3acred Scripture, and the political relation between the state 
and a Churchclaiming to be of divine origin and independence. 
'rired with the religious squabbles of his day, Locke was willing 
to cut Christian doctrine down to a minimum, leaving to the 
liberty of the individual the rejection or acceptance of any-
thing over and above the minimum. In our last chapter we shall 
giva a more complete criticism of Locke's treatment of liberty. 
The third and last inalienable right about which Locke 
vlrites, is the right to private property. In Our consideration 
of this right tl'lO questions arise. aoes man in general have the 
right or dominion over private property; and secondly, how does 
each particular man acquire dominion over private property? The 
answers to these two questions will be the basis of Locke's 
doctrine on private prOperty. 
37. ~, 251, "That Church can have no right to be 
tolerated by t~gistrate. "",hieh constituted upon such a 
bottom (sicJ, that all those who enter into it, do therebye ipso 
facto, deliver themselves up to the Protection and Service of . 
another Prince • • ., Those are not to be tolerated who deny the 
Being of God.," 
In order to answer the first question it is necessary 
to consider whether or not man according to his nature does have 
the right ot dominion. And then, \-{hat kinds of dominion does 
man exercise. First of all Locke says that man is capable of 
dominion. " ••• God makes (man) tin His own image after His 
own likeness', makes him an intellectual creature, a.nd. so ca.pable 
of dominion. nJ8 This dominion, which is derived fr~n the Latin 
dOHliPlls, designates authority over a person, or power over a 
thing,J9 In regard to the first kind of d~niniont that of one 
man over another, Locke enumerates and distinguishes several 
pO\ters. nT11$ power of a magistrate may be distinguished from 
that of a father over his children. a master over his servant. 
s. husband over his wife, and a lord over his slave. n40 
In the family the parents have power over their child-
ren tfby the law of Nature, which gives such power over them to 
him that begets them. n41 This power is temporary and does not 
extend to their lives or goods. 
597. 
His command over his children is but temporary, 
and reaches not their life or property • • • And 
36. Locke. ~,g" I. )0, 
)9. cf. OJ,cfgtd O&ct&ornU:X. (ed J. Murray, IgS?) III, 
40. Looke, ~, II, 2. 
41. ,~~g" I, 101. 
though a father may dispose of his' own possessions 
as he pleases when his children are out of danger 
or perishing of "lant, yet his po,~er extends not to' 
the lives or goods \"ihich either their own industry, 
or another t s bounty t has faade theirs.4a 
• 55. 
The husband had a certain pO\iOr over his' wife. yet it 1s by no 
means absolute. In fact she retains all rights which belong to 
her as an individual. "This power reachinG but to the things 
of their common interest and property, :,..eaves the ''liie ~n full 
and true possession of what by contract is her peculiar rlght.~ 
Politieal pO'It/er iz; a.lso defined by Locke. 
Political power, then I take to be a right of makIng 
laws, penalties of death, and con~equently all less 
pena.Ltiea for the regulatinG and preserving of pro-
perty, and of employing the force of the community 
in the execution of such laws, and in the defense ot 
the commonwealth from foreign injUry, and all this 
only for the public good. 44 
:~uch polItical power arises from voluntary agreement n for the 
benefit of' their subjects, to secure them in the possessions 
and use of their properties",45 it can never be arbitrary. For 
"the supreme power cannot take from any man any part of his pro-
perty without his consentu • 46 
42. IS&d., II, 65. 
43. lbis" lIt 82. 
44. 'llig!. 3. 
45. *plgl~ 173. 
4-6. ,b1d..,. 138. 
According to Locke, the state· is concerned ~i'ith the 
individual's just possession of those things which belong to 
this life, the Church is concerned with the public 'vorship of 
God, and the acquirement of eternal l:1.fe. Hence, tt}tothing 
ought, nor can be transacted in this sooiety (the church). re-
lating to the poss'ession of civil and worldly goods. fl47 This 
sharp distinction could lead to problems of church and state. 
But here. Locke intended another example ot the inviolability 
of mants property rights. 
From the above cOl1siderationsof, power we are able to 
corne to a double conclusion. First, according to Locke, man 
does exercise power over other men, but at ,no time is this power 
absolute in the true sense of the word. Secondly, the exercise 
of dominion of one man over another never extends to the pro-
perty of the second person. This second conclusion is a negative 
proof that man does possess a right to private property. If 
man did not possess this right. why would Looke be 80 jealous 1n 
guarding the right ot private property when he speaks about 
dominion ot one man over another. But the proof of his thesis 
does not rely completely on this negative aspect. Locke ofters 
a positive argument to show that man in general has a right to 
47. Locke, \vorks, II, *,et~e£ Concerning Toleration. 
private property. 
In the fifth chapter of his Irreatlse on ,C+ vil Govern""" 
!f~t, Locke begins thus I 
~ijhether we consider natural reanon. \,/hlch tells 
us that men, being once born, hav~ a right to 
their preservation, and consequently to m~at and 
drink and to such other things as l~ature afford. 
for ~heir subsistence. or 'revelation!, which 
gives us an account of those grants God made ot 
the world to Adam. and to Noah and his sons, it 
is very clear that God.... • • has given the earth 
to mankind in COmL1on. 46 
Since the earth and the things that are on it, have bem 
given to mankind in common, Locke correctly concludes that there 
must be some way by which individual man acquires food and pro-
perty £01" himself. The first possibility, namely f the COl!llllOn 
consent of all mankind, is imrll.ediately ruled out, for "if such a 
consent as that "w'iS.S necessary, man had starved, notwithstanding 
the plenty God had given h1mtt.1t9 In continuing to seek after 
a solution, Locke treat;-; of two ways by which man may acquire 
property. The first is inheritance. Locke refers to this in 
several places. First, in discussing the subject of inheritance 
in connection with property title belonging to Adam's children, 
4g. Locke, ~, II, 24. 
49. Ibid •• 27. 
he says I "But if anyone had ,begun ami made himself a property 
in any particular thing • • • tl'vl.t possession, if he disposed 
not otherwise of it b:l his positive grant, descended naturally 
to his children. and they had a right to succeed to it and 
possess it. u50 Again, in talking about the dependence of child-
ren upon their parents, Locke writes: 
• • • nature appoints the descent of their property 
to their children, who thus come to have a title 
and natural right of inheritance to their father's 
goods, which the rest of mankind cannot pretend to.51 
Lastly, in discussing Conquest, Locke says: 
Every man is born with a double right. E~rst. a 
right of freedom to his person, which no otber man 
has a power over, but the free disposal of it 11es 
in himself. Secondly a r1f~ht before any other mau 
to inherit. with his trethern, his father's gOods.'! 
Inheritance. therefore. is a clear and valid title tor property. 
However, it is not the primary title to property. To determine 
this primary title. Locke begins with the individual man who 
possesses "a right ot freedom to his person. t, 
Though the earth and all inferior creatures be 
cownon to all men, yet every man bas a .property' 
in his own tperson'. This nobody bas any right 
to but himself. The 'labor' of his body and the 
,0. 'b~d.t I, 87. 
, 
.51. ibisl •• If 89 • 
52. .P~g •• II, 190. 
· t work~ of 1'118 hands, we may say, are properly 
his.'''' 
.from the above premise. Locke draws this conclusion. nVJhatso-
ever. then, he removes out of the state that Nature hath provid-
ed and lett it in, he hath mixed his labor with it, and joined 
to it something that is his O\~, and thereby makes it his pro-
perty_ n 54 Lockets words are quite similar to those used by 
Leo XIII.55 But Leo XIII does not make labor the primary title 
01' property; whereas. Locke does. "For this 'labor' being the 
questionable property of the laborer, no man but he can have a. 
right to what that is once joined to, at least where there 1s 
enough, and as good left in oommon for others.",56 And later on 
in the same chapter: "He (2.29.) gave it (Jihe yrtb> to the use of 
'n r 
53. Ibid., II, 26. 
;4. IRld" II, 26. 
55. Pope Leo XIII, RentpLI~Vlm!U "Now, when man thus 
spends the industry ot his mind and tie strength of his body in 
procuring the fruits of natur$ by that act he. makes his own that 
portion of nature's field which he cultivates --- that portion on 
which he leaves, as it were, the impress of his own personality, 
and it cannot but be just that he should possess that portion as 
his own, and should have a right to keep it without molestation." 
Taken from text as quoted in ReS!m,,&le1;a,ge ot 3g~a,aJ, r~CQDgmX, 
OS\1ald Von Nell ..... Breun1ng S.J •• New . Or t 1 )b, ). 
;6. Locke, PIG •• II, 26. 
the industrious anJ rational (and labor" was to be his title to 
it). tt57 
In discussing labor as the title to property. Locke 
also considers the limitation of private property. In answering 
the objection that if gathering the acorns or other fruits of 
the earth, makes a right to them, then anyone may engross as 
much as he \lli11, Locke says, "Not so. The same law of Nature 
that does by this means give us property, does, also bound that 
property too.·,8 Vibat 1s this limit set by Nature? Locke 
ans,\.,erfU "As much as anyone can make use of to any advantage of 
life before it spoils, so much he may by his labor fix a proper-
ty in. 1~Jhatever is beyond this 1s more than his share. and be-
longs to others. n59 Herein the state of Nature reason proposes 
the amount that a man ought to have. Use or need, joined with 
perishableness, is the norm by which a man is to be guided. A 
man may gather together all the foodstuffs that he and h.is bous&-
hold are able to use, but he must not let it spoil before it can 
be used. But even 1n the state of Nature nit he also bartered 
away plums that would have rotted in a week, for nuts that would 
57 • • b.g. , II, JJ. Italics mine. 
58. ,b&fA., II • 30. 
59. • 2&91. II, JO. 
last good for his eating a whole year. he did no injury; he 
wasted not the common stock. • • .,60 The criterion by whioh 
limitation of property 1s set seams to be changing, use or need 
is passed over, and perishableness or durability 1s alone con-
sidered. If the property does not spoil, a man might gather 
whatever he wanted. However, with the discovery of valuablG 
metals and the invention of money there seems to be no limit to 
what a man might justly gather to himselt. 
If he would give his~nuts for a piece of metal, 
pleased with its color, or exchange his sheep for 
shells, or wool for a sparkling pebble or a diamond, 
and keep those by him all his life, he invaded not 
the right of others; h mi;t ea as llch f 
a abl th as e·~ eas 
This last·· quotation appears to one author, as the "charter of 
rugged intii v1duallamft • 62 In practice this may be true; but in 
Locke's defense it may be suggested that he did not realize the 
powarof ftbig money", and hence saw no harm to others in the 
pecuniary acquisitions of some. 
At alltlmes. Locke was at pains to protect mants 
right to property. Even in considering the rights of conquest, 
60. ibig., II, 46. 
61. ib&d. 
62. Harbert· Johnston "Locka's Tet\chiln.f!is on P~R!rt:t." 
,fhe New Sgbg1a§t1c&At April, 195(5, \iashlngton, i).C •• t. 
Locke defended property with a ffstrangeOdoctrlne fl • 6) For nHe 
haa an absolute power over the lives of those who, by an unjust 
i.var, ha.ve forfeited them, but not over the lives :or fortunes ot 
those who engaged not in the Vial'. nor over the pO$lessions even 
of those who 'tIara actually engaged in it. "64 Again Locke seemed 
to make the protection of property the purpose of government. 
He frequently said that man entered civ11 society in order to 
protect their property. "The e;reat and chief end, therefore, of 
men uniting into commonwealths, and putting themselves under 
government. 1s t.he preserva.tion ot their property ... 6; In the 
opening chapter of the ~eQond Treat~I!, Locke defines political 
power as "a right of making laws .. • • tor the regulating and 
. . 
preserving of property.n66 However, as we pointed out above.67 
Locke Uses the term 'property' in two different meanings. ~le 
first has the usual meaning of property goods, while the second 
includes every man's "ll£e, liberty, and esta:tes".68 Therefore. 
6). Locke. CIG •• 180. 
64. 61>&9 •• 116. 
6;_ ,bi-dr. 124. 
66. ~b*glt II, 3. 
61. cf. page 41. 
68. Locke, G,G., II, 12). 
• 
6) • 
\"le cannot attribute to Locke tfthe narrow'dhig view \'lhich made the 
preservation of property in its ordinary restricted sense the 
whole £a1son d.titre of the state".69 Still, ~1n emphasizing the 
property rights of the individual, Locke overlooked the duties 
of the individual. In reality, as Gough points out,70 Locke was 
setttne up a type of government, aristocratic rather than demo-
cratic, which would afford greater protection to certain classes, 
rather than to men as a whole. This point we shall consider 
more completely in our f1nal chapter, the criticism of Lockets 
doctrine on natural rights. 
69. J. \v. Gough, Jo,l!B Jt29Jset , Pgllt&ca:J:J:b&los9Mx, 
Oxford. 1950, 85. 
70. Ibid •• 84. "The consequence ~las that, in spite of, 
his theory that'every man had a right to acquire property ill the 
state of nature, he acquiesced in a state of affairs in which 
POlitical, power 1'18S concentrated in a property",owning oligarchy, 
and the propertyless mass of mankind, who in'practice had little 
or no say in the direction of public affairs, "r1(~re relegated to 
the care of the poor-law." . 
CHAPTER V 
CRl TICISlJ! OJ! 
LOCK£ts DOCTRINE 
In the preceding chapters we have considered John 
Locke's doctrine on natural rights. In our study we 'examined, 
for the most part, the text of his Ireat~§1 with little comment 
, 
or explanation.. The work ot this remaining chapter, therefore, 
will be to criticize Lock<its doctrine on natural rights as it 18 
bound up in his political philosophy. However, his doctrine on 
rights does not stand alone. L'lmprecht points this out. 
There can be traced in all his allusions to, and 
diSCUSSions of, moral and political problems the 
effect of the epistemological principle set forth 
in the &SSfXt with,the same inadequacies. the same 
shifting 0 ground, and the same limitations of a 
rationalistic position. l 
Therefore, it will be necessary to consider briefly Locke's 
general philosophy_ This we can do by examining the main points 
of his E§I8.1 Cgn9!rn~ng li'w'!mQ ypg!rm\an4&sg. 
The occasion for his essay, as Locke tells us, was the 
doubts which arose in discussion with 8. number of friends. It 
1. Lamprecht. ~2ral end Polit, Pbi~lf 149. 
64. 
65 
• 
occurred to Locke that. "betore we set ourselves upon inquiries 
ot that nature, it was necessary to examine our own abilities, 
. . 
and see what Q,Q,jecjCs our understandings "\Ilere, or were not, .fitted 
to deal with. ft2 In the Introduction then, he sets himself a 
threefold method and purpose, to inquire into the origin of our 
ideas t to show what knowl,dg! the understanding has by these 
ideas, and the certainty, evidence, and extent of it, and finally 
to examine the reasons and degrees of assent.) A rough outline 
o! the four books of the ~Ss!! shows 1n the first a rejection of 
innate ideas and principles, in the seoond Lockets theory that 
ideas arise from experience in sensation and reflection, in the 
third his concern over the meaning and use of words, and in the 
fourth his criteria for the validity and extent of human know-
ledge. 
Some of the inadequacies and shifting of ground which 
Lampreoht complains of can be seen in the tinal words ot Lockets 
introduction. Locke asks pardon of his readers for the use ot 
the term,idea, and then defines itl 
• • • it being that term which, I think. serves best 
to stand for whatsoever is the obj~cS or the under-
2. Locke, ~ssax, Introduction, 4. 
standing when a man thinks I have used it to 
express \i'hatever is meant ty phantasm, notion, 
species, or l'ihatever it is '"hieh the mind can 
be employed about in thinking; • • • I presume 
it will easily be. granted me. that there are 
such 'd~S in men' a minds. .b'veryone 18 Con-
scious o· them in himself; and ments words and 
actions will satisfy him that they are in 
others. 4 
• 
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From the y1ewpolnt of Scholastic philosophy, the inexactitude of 
terminology is a count against Locke, but the basic presuppos1~ 
tioD contained in this definition 1s the chief source of com. 
plaint. For Locke has made the object of the uncierstanding to 
be the idea, even in the broad sense, and not the thing known. 
The consequences of this position appear throughout his v/ork J 
yet it ''does not prevent him from taking an essentially realist 
stand at the same time. Locke i<'iants us to take for granted that 
the rea.l, objective order of other men who think. talk, and act 
is simply beyond question. 
1'0 proceed with the general aspects of his doctrine J 
the rejection of innate ideas in book one is of' concern to the 
present discussion only in the light of ''ihat Locke has to say 
about innate prinCiples of morality, Neither the ideas nor the 
principles of morality based on them can be innate a.ccordine to 
Locke, because men simply do not act in the same way allover 
the world, as they would if ideas and principles of morality 
were innate. Yet he 1s quick to disclaim: 
There is a great deal of difference between an 
innate law and a law of nature; bet,;':sen something 
imprinted on our minds in this very original, and 
something that we, being ignorant of may attain 
to the knowledge of by the use and due application 
of our natural faculties. And, I think! they 
equally forsake the truth who, rwUling nto contrary 
extremes, either affirm an innate law, or deny that 
there is a law knowable by the light of nature; that 
is, without the help of positive r0velation. 5 
Locke puts himself on record then as believing in the ability of 
our understanding to attain the prinCiples of morality, and in-
deed. ot' arriving at a knmiledge of Ii law of nature apart from 
positive revelation. This poa1eion 1s perhaps the saving grace 
for his subsequent writings on natural rights, but it remains to 
be sean what the ability of human understanding amounts to under 
tha restrictions placed on it by Locke himself. 
For in the second book ot his Sasa! he tells us that 
the souroe of all ideas must be either sensation, in so far as 
flexternal objects furnish the mind with ideas of' sensible qual-
ities, which are all those different perceptions they produce in 
us;" or by reflection, that is, the "notice which the mind takes 
of its own operations, and the manner of them. by reason whereot 
• 
there come to be ideas of these operatibns 1n the mind. ft6 Locke 
goes on in his rather physiological dissection of the mindts 
operation to discuss the origin of simple ideas from one or more 
senses. from reflection only, or from a combination of the two. 
Combination of simple ideas gives us complex ideans, comparison 
of two iJeas v1hether simple or complex gives us the idea of relat. 
ions, and separating ideas from all that accompanies them in 
real existence by the process of abstraction gives us general 
ideas.? In his discussion of substance and of primary and 
secondary qualities ot things, Lockets inherent n~ainalism comes 
to the fore. Substance is for him an unknown and unknowable 
substratum which supports the primary qualities of any body. 
Ths cdllection of notes which experience and the observation of 
men's senses commonly find to exist together are given names, 
such as man, horse, gold, but the mind never arrives at a know-
ledge of their essence, as such.' Among his conclusions after 
the dissection of simple ideas, LOCke has this to sayt 
•• • it seems probable to me, that the Simple ideas 
6. Ibid. , II, 1, 4 and 5. 
7. Ibid., II, 12. 1. 
--$. Ib~d •• II, 
-
23, 2 and 3. 
we receive from sensation and reflection are the 
boundaries of our thoughts beyond which, the mind, 
whatever efforts 1s would make, is not able to . 
advance one jot, nor can it make any discoveries, 
when it would pry into the nature and hidden 
causes of those ideas.9 
One wonder$ 1n the face of this empiricisn how Locke can validly 
a few pages further discourse on the moral relations of good and 
evil. of laws. Divine and Civil. He is quite dogmatic in stating 
that there is a divine law nwhich God has set to the act~ons of 
men, whether promulgated to them by the light of nature, or the 
voice of revelation. That God has given a rule whereby men 
should govern themselves, I think there is nobody so brutish as 
to deny.nlO It is not clear whether the "light of nature" is 
comprehended under the simple ideas \-",hlch we get, according to 
Locke, only .from sensation and reflection. 
The nominalism mentioned above is nowhere mora evident 
than in the third book which treats of the names of substances. 
Locke distin&llishes the real and the nominal essence 0.1' things. 
the former being the unknown real constitution of things, the 
latter the complex .dea for which such a general abstract word. 
like gold stands. II It is the abst~lct ideas which bound the 
9. I'b"g ... lIt 23, 29. 
10. Ibisi.,f II, 2e, 8. 
11. ;Lb~QI,' lIlt 6, 2. 
species for Locke, and not the real e8~ences which we do not 
know, nor the substantial forma. 12 
The final book of the Es;ax assigns this definition to 
kncn'41edge, "the agreement or disagreement betl'leen two ideas". 
The definition is verified in four ways according to Locke, in 
identity or <ii ver:'.li ty. in co-existence or necessary connection 
between t\'l'O ideas, in relations. and finally in rea.l'6x1stenoe.l.J 
This agreement can be intuitiVe \d.thout the need of any other 
term. or it can be demonstrative in a reasoning process using a 
middle term. To these sources of knowledge Locke adds the sen-
sitive knowledge ot particular existence. Here he taces the 
problem of future philosophers who tollowed his principles: does 
the external object exist? Locke says yes, because we are con-
scious ot our idea and sense impression from the object, and we 
are completely pas~;ive with regard to the sense impressions.14 
irhus rescued from being cut ofi' from the external 
world, Locke goes on to examine the limits ot knowledge. The 
disagreement or agreement of ideas in relations offer the best 
field for comment here; morality is a relation ca.pable of demon-
stration: 
12. 'b~d,t., 20. 
13. ;&biflt,J IV. 1, 2 and ). 
14. Ip1d' J 2, 14. 
The idea of a 0upreme being, infinite in power. 
goodness, and vlisdom, 'ltlhose 'lflOrkmanship we are, . 
and on whom. we depend; and the idea of ourselves, 
as understanding, rational beings, being such as 
are clear in us, would, I suppose l 1£ duly con ... 
sidered and pursued, afford such £oundations of 
our duties and rules of' actions as might place 
morality among the sciences oapable of demon-
stration; therein I doubt not, but from selt-evident 
propOSitions, by necessary consequences, as incon-
testable as those ;in mathemat1os,·the measures of 
right and \'Jrong miht be made out to anyone that 
\1i11 apply himself with the same {ndifierency and 
attention to the one as to th.e other of these 
:miences.15 
In this paragraph, Locke seems to be convinced that morality has 
a sound demolu.atrable basis. But he expresses some hesitancy 
with the words "would, I suppose, if duly considered and pursued, 
afford such foundations of our duties and rules of actiolls as 
~ight place mora.lity among the scienoes capable of demonstration". 
Lockets empiriCism, it he is true to his prinCiples, logically 
causes this hesitancy. It is his dogmatic rationalism which 
claars th.e ground for his theory ot morality as it appears in his 
main political work. 
Uhen one turns to Locke t S rrraa~1,t3es on C~v1l; Goverment I 
he findS the philosopher assuming many ot the dogmatic positions 
on morality noted above. Locke does not seem to be bothered by 
the logioal implications of his doctrine. ~le shall study Locket s 
theories as found in the Treati,se, with occasional r0ference to 
the epistemological inadequacies. • 
Looke, as was seen above~l6 started with natural law, 
or reason. as the basis of natural rights. By the use of reason 
all men were capable of arriving at a knowledge of all their 
rights and duties. Locke does not. clearly explain this "use of 
reasonn • for one author incorrectly ~ccuses Locke of resorting 
to innate ideas. 
Now, if .there ever was an innate ideal it is the law 
of nature, as expounded 1n the Civil Government of 
I,ocke. It springs .fully armed from the brain of man, 
at the very dawn of history. It owes noth1ng to ex-
perieno!. It is the gift of intuition, pure and 
simple. ( . 
This criticism is severe and inexact. It is true that in the 
T£eaM6ss, Locke does not explain how nmn comes to know the law of 
nature. But 1n the &ssax, Locke has already ackno111edged that 
intuitive knowledge is not clearly the same as innate. He affirms 
that the law of nature is "knowable by the light of nature". 
Th1s light of nature is reason without the help of revelation. 
So clearly, a law of nature learned by reason 1s not the same as 
an innate law. 
The law ot nature, as Locke points out, is knowable by 
each individual who will but consult it. 1S liiIost commentators 
16. cf. a.bove, page 16. 
17. c. .t;. Vaughn.! 3t~i.e! 6P t!!!2 li+stou of Po1itica6 
Ph11os0RhX. London, 1925, r, I ). 
18. Locke, ~, II. 6. 
have understood Lockets natural law as highly individualistic. 
However, one modern interpretator disagrees.19 Kendall says 
that Locke begins with an authoritarian and collectivist defin-
, 
ition of political power. Locke's state of nature, he maintains, 
is a group of highly socialized men. Finally, Kendall inter-
prets Locke as saying that men aequire their rights from the 
positive law of the state. This interpretation is certainly 
contrary to the traditional one, as Gough points out. 20 However, 
Kendall is correct in saying that the state of nature is a soc1al 
state. But it was not so highly organized that it waf; just one 
step away from political society. True, man aocordin~:; to his 
nature has certain tendencies toward political society and the 
consequent rights of a life therein. But the political state 
was creC:lted to insure and protect these rights. The rights oJ: 
the individual and the rights of the state, though Locke does not 
clearly see thiS, come from the same source, man t s nature. 'fhere--
fore, they are not rf.ldically opposed, but are in hamony. For 
the law ot the state "is not so much a limitation as the direct-
ion of a free and inte1ligtmt agent to his proper interest, and 
. 19. ~v11moore Kendall, "John Locke and the Uootrine of 
"lajority-Rule" I J;llinois Studies in the 30c1a1 :.kiences, XXVI, 
no. 2, 1941. 7u. 
20. Gough. &gckets Po!it. Phil" 29. 
?rescribes no i'arther than i~3 for the gen$ral good of those under 
t:.he law. n21 
In discussing mants natural ri,.ghts unler political 
governrnent. Gough shows thd'G _Locke had a tendency to iden,t1£y 
public and private interests. Locke did not overlook the inter-
est of the individual and concentrate qn collectivist interests, 
as Kendall would hold. But Locke, in his naive concept of 
human nature, thought that man, at least, the majority of them, 
would be guided by reason. So he failed to consider the possi-
bility of conflict between public and private interests, Though 
Locke clearly limited the purpose of government, as when he 
said, "Their (the Jze~ialsators) power in the utmost bounds of it 
is limited to the public good ot the 60ciety.n22 he did see that 
man would necess~rily have to limit the exercise of his personal 
rights so as not to come in conflict with the public good. Man 
would have to submit to the will of the majority. We cannot 
blame Locke, as Kendall seems to do, for failing to set up the 
proper political machinery for consulting the will of the major-
ity. 
21. Locke, ~, II, 57. 
22. ,bid •• 135. 
?r 
The time-honored criticism of " Locke as an individualist 
can be more fully understood if \'1e consider one purpose he had 1n 
mind. In his all too brief statement23 of natural law in the 
state of nature and the consequent manifestation of natural law 
in political society, Locke attempted, to take a safe middle 
course between two dangerous extremes. Locke wished to avoid 
the theory of the divine right of kings on the one hand, and, on 
the other, the compact theory of government as a completely 
artificial device. The middle course that Locke followed was 
this: man by nature was a social being, and consequently a 
political being. In a few places Locke emphasizes the political 
nature of man. Kendall calls attention to these places and over-
emphasizes their importance, But in many other places in his 
Treatise, Locke stresses the individual man and his right. Con-
2). In a recent work. Gough makes use of an unpublished 
set of essays written in Latin by Locke on the Law of Nature. In 
these essays, as Gough points out, Locke brings forth five separ-
ate proofs for the existence of a law of nature; rejects knowled3: 
ot it by innate ideas or human consent. says that man knows of 
the law of nature by reflection on sense peroeption; and states 
that natural law is perpetual, universal, and obtains its obli-
gation from God as its author. From Locke's correspondence with 
Tyrrell we learn that Locke intended to publish these essays sep-
arately. Perhaps this accounts tor the lack of any extended 
treatment of natural law 1n his Treat!:se. It is unfortunate that 
these l<'lt1n essays are still in publication and so cannot shed 
any light on the problem in this thesis, 
• 
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sequently most commentators have high-lighted the indlvLlualism 
of Locke. Gough, however, concludes to an individualism of a 
qualified sense. For "he did not imagine the state to be an 
artificially fabricated combination ot naturally separate indiv-
iduals; he did not c~npion the individual against the community. 
and barely considered the possibility of conflict between them.Jf2~ 
After what is now admitted to be an individualistic 
interpretation of natural law, Locke sets out to prove that man 
possesses natural rights based on natural law. As we saw 
above~2; the two main agruments'Locke used to prove his case 
were, first, the equality of all men, and second, the tact that 
all men are alike creatures of God. These two arguments are 
correct as far as they go. But the main criticism against 
Locke's statement ot natural right.s 1s t.his: he failed to prove 
these rights from a correct analysis of human nature. This he 
was unable to do because of his empiricism and rationalism. With 
his knowledge limited to ideas based on sense experience, Locke 
could not arrive at. an adequate concept of human nature. 26 Con-
24. Gough, Lgckets Polit, Phi~'t 45. 
2;. ct. above, page 44. 
26. Locke, BS,sax. II, 6, 9. 
/ 
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. 
sequently. there could be no epistemological basis for knowing a 
human nature, common to every man. Therefore, though Locke did 
prove the existence of God from contingency, he could not form a 
complete eeti~lte ot mants relationship to GOd, since he could not 
have the knowledge of a common human nature with \,lhich to begin. 
Locke gives no general proof' for na.tural r~ghts. In 
reality he could not, because of his inadequate epistemology. 
~';h8n he does come to discuss individual ri[jlts, he holds a doc-
trine of na.tural rights common to all nlen. Therefore t in our 
criticism ot Lockets treatment of specific natural rights, 
namely, life, liberty, and property, Ne must accept what he 
iJrites in the light of common sense doctrine according to which 
he wrote it. 
The first natural or inalienable right of man 1s the 
right to life. Lockets proof of this right is very brief. He 
adduces two arguments j first. "men (are) all the workmanship of 
one omnipotent and infinitely wise I~1akerJ and • • • are His pro-
perty"; secondly, men ·'share all in one community of nature. ,,27 
and therefore, no one man's life is su.bject. to the \"1111 of an-
other. Both of these arguments are oorrect, even though they are 
outside the boundaries ot Lockets epistemology. In Locke's 
further discussion of the right to life, \t<le can detect a tinr;e 
27. Locke. e.Ga , II, 6. 
78. 
of rationalism. Though Locke held that· all men had an equal 
right to life, there was onesituation in which he admitted arbi. 
trary power over life. That was in the case of conquest, in 
which the conquerors had power over the lives of the vanquished. 
This error arises from Locka's original misconception of the 
individual pO'v'/er of the execution of the natural la1.f. In the 
state of nature man, according to Locke, possesses as a natural 
right, the executive power of the law. jach man may punish 
criminals and exact indemnities. IiI-OIll this concept of executive 
power, it is a brief step to attributing to conquerors the right 
of life and. death over the conquered. 
Liberty \'iQs the second natural right. tlbont which Locke 
\irote 1n his 'Xreatise on CivilOoveDWent. l'he liberty that 
Locke discusses i.,} twofold. First, liberty in the state of 
nature. 
The natural liberty of man is to be free trom any 
superior power on earth, and not to be under the 
will or legislative authority ot man.ld.but to have 
only the law of Nature for his rule.~Q 
Secondly. the liberty of man in political society. 
The liberty of man in society is to be under no 
ot~her legislative power but that established by 
consent in the commonwealth, nor unier the 
dominion of any will, or restraint of any law, 
but what that legialativ~ shall enact according 
to the trust put in it. 29 
79. 
Though Locke makes these statements concerning liberty, at no 
time 1n the Treatise does he discuss liberty. This discussion is 
left for the Bssal_ Here locke, by some obscurity, denies free-
dom to the will, \lfhich is a pOVler, and therefore attributes it 
only to the agent. 30 But these 1,1istakes are more or less based 
on bad terminology. For Locke does attempt to explain man's 
freedom. nrst, he says that liberty consists not in making any 
preference. but in being able to carry out a preference.)l ThiS, 
in reality, 1s not an explanation of free will, but an explan-
ation of a result of freedom, namely, freedom of execution. This 
doctrine was very close to the fatal necessity of Hobbes. How-
ever, since he condemned Hobbes for uresolving all, even the 
thoughts and will of men, into irresiatable fatal neoess1tyu,)2 
and since he wanted to proteot human freedom because he thought 
all morality depended on freedom.)) Locke was led to a second 
29. 1l219.. 
30. Locke, Essal, II , 21J 6. 14, and 16. 
)1. li1=d,. 27. 
32. Locke, \.' k ,jor it IX, 256. 
33. llli .. 
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explanation of human freedom. Liberty ·"i6 a po1>'1er to act t or not 
to act, accordingly as the mind directs".34 Therefore, 
Human freedom consists not simply in liberty tram 
external con1.,rol. but In the ability to suspend the 
operation ot the passions until reason has examined 
the particular desires for specific goods in the 
light of the genera.l desire for the highest 
happiness. 3; 
.Finally reason must be "our last judge and guide in everythingp6 
Locke, in explaining man's freedom, att~npted to devise a system 
ot morality, based completely on reason. Now it is true that 
reason alone is sufficient to give man a fundamental morality 
and religion. But in order to lead a good moral lite man 1s in 
need or revelation from God. Locke, however, relied completely 
on reason. In this we can lead him back to his original episte-
mological difficulty. If reason is limited to sense experience 
and reflectIon, as Locke claims, then moral principles which go 
beyond this narrow limit would not be valid for Locke. In de-
vising a system or morality, Locke does rely on these moral 
principles, but by his epistemology he does not arrive at their 
knOy.l1edge. 
34. Locke, issaI. li, 21, TJ. 
35. Lamprecht, I',lgral and Polite Phj,l., 101. 
36. Locke, ~ssalf IV, 19, 14. 
The freedom spoken of by Loc~e in his TrGatise, leads 
to errOrs. il'or example I Locke 'hrho so valued human liberty, was 
led by his rationalist position to admit the co~plete justice of 
i 
slavery. Now slavery might be justified in certain rare con-
ditions, but Locka would justify slavery as a punishment for the 
conquered in war. For he sayet 
Indeed. having by his own fault forfeited his own 
life by some act that deserves death, he to whom 
he has forfeited it may, when he-has him in his 
power, delay to take it, and make use of him to 
his own service; and he does him no injury.)? 
The "act that deserves death" is participating in an unjust war. 
Here Locke makes the common guilt, or even the rulerts guilt in 
waging war, the individual guilt. This point is impossible to 
prove. especially in concrete circumstances. This mistaken idea 
about the validity of slavery arises trom Locke's or1gina1 error 
about natural law. In speaking about the state of nature, Locke, 
we may recall, gives to each individual man the executive power 
of the law. Ulan mal punish and exact retribution. Fallowing 
this error to its logical conclusion, man in a state or nation 
may punish the vanquished in war by taking them into slavery. 
In the ~re§:!C!§e on Civil Gove.rnment. the natural rights 
of life and liberty receive a rather brief' trea:tment,v'H1B.t he 
37. Locke, ~, JII. 22~ 
i 
says is scattered throughout the Treatiae, and can be summarized 
in a few paragraphs. However, the right to private property, 
~hich 1s the third natural right, takes on a role of great im-
lP0rtance. both in the amount of space Locke devotes to it, and 
~n the value it has in Locke's political philosophy_ 
All through his Treatise Locke is at pains to stress 
~oth the importance and the dignity of property. Examples are 
plentiful: the ability to exercise ownership is one of man's 
points of likeness to God; one of the main purposes ot founding 
civil government is the protection of property; tinally, property 
rights may not be violated by husband, father, legislator, or 
ponqueror. 
Before we begin our critioism it ianecessary to make 
reference to Locke's use of terminology. Sometimes Locke will 
refer to all three natural rights, naming them. separately. For 
example: "No one ought ••• take away or impair ••• what tends 
to the preservation of 11fe; liberty • • • or goolis of anotherl' 36 
Other times Locke tends to group these natural rights under one 
head. Thus:" ••• he 1s willing • • • to unite for the mutual 
preservation of their lives, liberties and estates, which I call 
by the general name-.... -property. "39 Siilce Locke used the ,,,ord 
"property" with both a specific and a general meaning, we must 
carefully examine what he means when he uses the word, and not 
be too quick to jump to any conclusions. 
Locke begins his study of property by showing that 
dominion 1s an attribute of man's rational nature. He says: 
"God makes him h'Mll) tin· his own image and after his own like-
ness', makes him an intellectual creature, and so capable of 
dominion.,,40 In general Locke divides this dominion Or power 
into power in the family QD;d power in the political state. For 
the moat part we have already considered family dominion. But 
it is necessary to recall two references for a pOint of criticism. 
First the father exercises paternal power over his children,4l 
but not over their lives and goods. 42 Secondly, the husband ex-
ercises conjugal power over his wife. It is 
the pm'ler that every husband hath to order the 
things of private concernment in his .family, as 
the proprietor of the goods and land there, and 
if • 
39. ;J:ba,dl , 123. 
40. Locke, as~ax. I, 4, JO. 
lt1. 'Q'~I' I. 9, 101. 
42. ;tba.d#. I, 6, 52-53; II, 15, 170. 
to have his \tJill take place in alr things of 
their Cornmon c,mcernment before that of his 
wife.43 
The pOint to be noticed in both of the above references is this: 
Locke was over eager to protect the right of property. In the 
case of paternal power, I.ooke clearly is wrong, for a father can 
have paternal power over the goods of his children. In the case 
of conjugal power. Locke's statement 1s correet. 44 
In our consideration of Locke's treatment of property 
in the abstract, we saw that he used valid arguments from reason 
and revelatlon.4; However, when Locke considers property in the 
concrete, how an individual man acquires ownership, he falls into 
error. At least the labor theory of property has received the 
verdict of erroneous by some COIDlllentators. ~lJe have explained 
this theOry.above,46 but we Jllay briefly repeat it here for the 
*,_ Locke, ~, If 5, 48. 
44. Locke's idea is similar to one of St. Thomas. ~iTI;' 
I. 92, 1, ad 21 Est autem alia subjectio oeconomic8 vel clv ls. 
secundum quam praesidens utitue subjectis ad eorum utilitatem at 
bonum • " • Bt sic ex tall subjections natural iter £emina subjects 
est viros quia naturaliter in homine magis abundat discretio 
rationis. 
4'. St. 'Thomas' pOints out the proof of private property 
from reason, SaTt. II-II, q ;7, a '; q 66, a 2. 
46. 01. above, ,a. 59. 
8;. 
point of criticism. The theory is this: first, man has a right 
to his o~m parson; next. in order to preserve his life man works 
with the material goods of this earth; tinally. in so doing this, 
he tubes h1s labor with the ma.terial goods, and he thereby ac-
quires the right of ownership over property. Before we can 
criticize this theory, it 1s necessary to clarity a point of 
terminology. Locke is not exact in the use of terminology. In 
one plaoe he speaks of ttlabor",47 while in another he uses the 
word ftgathering".4.8 and still in a third place, he speaks of 
tfappropriat1ontf.49 ~~hat does Locke mean by labor? One recent 
author understands Lockets use of the word labor to be equal to 
that of occupation. 50 Blackstone in his QgmmentaE!es says: 
ri~r. Locke, and, others, hold that there is no suop 
implied assent, neither 1s it necessary that there 
should be: lor that the very aot of oocupancy, 
alone being a degree of bodily labour, is from a 
princIple ot natural justice, without any consent or 
compact, sufficient of itself to gain a title. 51 
47. Locke, e.G., II, 26. 
4-$. 19~9., 27. 
4-9 •• ba.~t. )2. 
50. Casmir Czajkowskl~ ThegrI 0' fr,xate PrgRe~y 'n 
JonR !tqcke'. PoJ:itigaJ. Thegr,:{,Notre Dame, 19~1, 79, note 17. 
Phil,. 81. 
51. Blackstone 1s quoted by Gough, &2ck,·§ eo1'~. 
86 • 
• 
It may be admitted in a loose sense that occupation entails a 
certain amount ot labor, that is activity, especially in prop-
erties ot minor value. Locke g.ives the example of a man picking 
up apples from the ground. 52 However. in the case where there 
is no proportion between the labor and the occupation. they would 
not seem to be the same. Locke uses just such an example,53 
namely, the labor a man expends in cultivating a field. In thia 
case. Locke specifically reters to labor as the title: "And 
labor was to be his title to it (property)". Locke does not 
equate labor and occupation, tor he puts the emphasis on the 
labor expended, the change it has made in the value of the prop. 
erty. It 1s this which gives title. and not mere occupation_ 
As a basis tor criticism of Locke's labor title to 
property. we may state the requisites which make a title to 
property valid. Aecording to scholastic doctrine,54 there are 
two requiSites that constitute a primordial title to property. 
First. the property must be a :r:es nullSn.t,,!, that 1s, it belongs 
to no one; and secondly, the act by which the property is oeon-
52. Locke, e.G., II, 27. 
5'. ,big" 32. 
54. Scholastic doctrine on this point is essentially 
the same in most textbooks. One reference to a recent-textbook 
~an be given: ~h&l9S0,~aM5n:ilisJ by Iraneus G. Moral, 3.J •• ~)antander, 194 J ~ (5 • 
pied must be such that the will or 1ntention of the person taking 
possession of the property is clearly known to all concerned. 
When Locke speaks of labor as the means by which a 
lPerson acquires property, he does not call tbe propeJ:ty a res 
nullius, but refers to it as common property.5' Now i£Locke 
meant this conunon property as property held in com.mon, then each 
man would have an equal share or right in it. '1.'hereforeLocke 
would llave difficulty explaining how one man acquires ownership 
of COlnlllOn property. But from his subsequent explanation we can 
conclude that common property was free, and became the property 
of him who first claimed 1t by his labor. In regard to the 
second note, labor does not necessarily declare the intention to 
take possession and make onets own. One could labor on some 
property without actually wanting to take possession. In any 
event the human activity involved would logically be an act ot 
occupation before it was an act ot labor, Locke emphasizes the 
fact and value ot labor, as we shall see later on. He does not 
speak about occupation or taking possess1on. Therefore, we must 
conclude that Lockefs theory at property title by labor does not 
provide a primordial title. On the other hand, "occupatio rei 
nullius" does ~lf1ll the requirements and must be accepted as 
_ ... 
· the first valid title to private property. 
Locke's labor theory ot property leads to a labor 
theory ot value. It is labor "that puts the difference of value 
on everythingtf • S6 And speaking about land: "It is labor, then, 
which puts the greatest part ot value upon land".;? As Gough 
points out,56 Locke was probably referring to the labor ot prop-
erty owners and not the labor ot wage-earners. But he did fail 
to distinguish between oapitalist labor and wage labor. This led 
later economists to over-.nphasize the value ot wage-earning 
labor, and to depreoiate capital as non-productive. There re-
sulted, in same "instances, a radical socialist position which 
advocated the oonfiscation by the state at all capitalist 
incornes.S9 
Locke's error in stressing the labor value of property 
arose from his individualism. He was so intent in protecting 
the rights of the individual that he lost sight of the SOCial 
56. Ib!d.J • 40. 
57. ~, 43. In saying the greatest part, he 18 
acknowledging anotner source of value besides labor. 
;8. Gough, k09~;et; ,P9JmiL!. PMl;., 82. 
59. ~. 
~spect ot property. Locke "nowbere put·s the responsibility 
~hich should accompany ownership on the same plane as the right 
to private property 1tsel£".60 There are a few scattered st,ate-
manta to the effect that, man ought to help his neighbor "'t/llen his 
own life is not in jeopardytf. So \16 may conclude that Locke did 
have some idea of the social nature of private property.. But 1n 
no place in his Iteat~s,i dOGS Locke treat of man's duties in re-
gard to private property. The picture that Locke presents is 
, 
tllways incomplete,. and sometimes incorrect. 
There 18 another point to be noticed about the connec-
tion between labor as the title ot private property and the labor 
theory of value. Locke explains how man acquires property by 
mixing his own labor with property. The property acquires a 
value proportionate to the amount of labor, to the extent of his 
own person he mixes in with the labor. 61 Now it 1s true that 
labor 1s one means ot acquiring property. But it is not the 
primary or only means. God made the material world and all the 
things in it for the use of man. Some goods, such as air and 
water, are ready tor izmnediate use. But most material goods re-
quire long and arduous labors upon them before they are ready 
60. P6:~Chal Larkin, Prop-dex in J,Stb Centur;x ~Mla.nd. 
London, 19)0, .I" 
61. Locke, ~, II, 26 and 40. 
.. 90. 
~or man's use. For example, man must till and plant a field, 
~arvest the crops, hunt animals, prepare their meat and skins, 
cut down trees to build a house, Now all this labor pre-
supposes a title of ownership. So .man must first own property 
before he can uae it. Locke, on the contrary, proposes labor as 
the main title to property. Labor, in his theory, acquires an 
~bnormal value. Leo XII acknowledges labor as a form of occupa-
!tiOD but never as a source of value tor lands. True, manta 
~ctual possessions are usually in proportion to his labor. But 
even before he acquires property, he has a right to acquire it. 
He acquires it by an act of occupation, the intention of which 
is clear to all. 
Just as in his ideas on the origin ot pM. vate property" 
Locke began with argUments based on reason but ended up with an 
illogical concept of the value of labor. BO in considering the 
limitation ot property, Locke began with &. principle of reason 
but illogically ended up justifying unlimited poasesslons. Be-
ginning with a reasonable prinoiple, Locke denied the objection 
that anyone may accumulate as f>1Ucb property as he will. He aaids 
"The saute law of nature doe$ by this means gi va us property, 
does also bound that property too. ft62 Here rea$on dictated that 
1rnmedlate use of earthly goods before tney spoll be the erlt.arion 
by which man was to l1m1t his possessions. The principle is in-
detln1~. and expressed in a olumsy manner. For how much could a 
man and his family gather together" to au ,a~vaptag!! of lite 
beiore it spolls"?6) Though this principle is indefinite. we 
may still call it a soc1al principle. 
But. even though Locke begins with a fairly reasonable 
principle as a means of limiting property. he opens the door for 
a difficulty when he shifts the emphasis from use or need to 
perieMbleness Or durability. Wha.t is to be said about property 
that is durable? According to Locke there is no limit. 
If he woul4 ••• keep those (~iQ.el) by him all his 
life, he invaded not the right o. ot·ersJ he might 
heap up as much ot these durable things as he pleased; 
the exceeding of the bounds of his just property not 
lying in the largeness of his possessio:ps, but tbe 
perishing of anything uselessly 1n 1t.04 
From the above quotation one author has taken Lockets idea of 
~1m1tat1on as a premise which will lead later on to a conclusion 
~t "rugged individualism". Previously, reason controlled the 
~ount of property a man could gather together tor "any advantage 
pt' lite". . But., now, it seems, "·Wealth is no longer a means, tor 
63. ~. (Italics mine.) 
64. ib&g., 46. 
.. 92. 
a means is limited by the end to which ~t is directed, as 
medicine to health; it has become an end. to be pursued \'\fithout 
limit for its own sake".65 Perhaps this judgment ot Johnston is 
too severe. If we examine the context of Lockets statement, we 
might be able to save Locke from so severe and destructive a 
judgment. In the very same paragraph, Locke lays down the prin .... 
ciple that amount is to be limited by use. 
He that gathered a hundred bushels of acorns or 
apples • • • was only to look that he used them 
before they spOiled, else he took more-tbap b&1 ~, and robbed others. And. in~eed, it was 
a~fOO.lish thing, as well as d~sh~n36t, to hoard 
up more than he could make use 0 • 
~heprinC1ple is obviously reasonable. Therefore, how within 
the space of a few lines could Locke change his way of thinking 
so radically that his ideas could be considered rug6edly indivld. 
ualistic? If Locke did not change his way of thinking, why the 
~reat difference between these two passages? Perhaps the answer 
~ies in the tact that Loeke tailed to distinguish between real 
~roperty and money. In discussing the limitation of property, 
~ocke had been considerIng real perishable property, property 
whose value depended more or less upon immediate use. Then 
65. Johnston, hgck@ onPrgp!rtl. 150. 
66. Loeke, CIIG., II, 46. (Italics mine.) 
Locke considered the aquisition of durable objects. And he 
laid down an entirely different principle in regard to their 
limitat:l.on. It was not because his philosophical concepts had 
changed with the space of a few lines. Rather it was because 
Locke failed to appreciate the value of these "sparkling pebbles 
or diamonds"~ The error is one of economics, not ot,philosophy .• 
Locke did not realise the great power of the ownership of 
durable goods and especially of money. 
Wa must remember that Locke published his T.reatis! in 
the last pa~ of the 17th century. At that time England was on 
the verge of the great Industrial Revolution. The landed gentry 
was Coming into its own. In 1668 l#he bankers of England intro-
duced a system of credit to back 1villlam of Orange in his asoent 
to the throne of England. Therefore. the approaching Industrial 
Revolution. the progress of science, and colonial discoveries 
and conquest enabled money and its consequent credit to wield a 
tremendous amount ot influence. So Locke can hardly be blamed 
for not tore seeing the future, for not being able to know that 
the wealthy class of England would for the next two centuries 
exercise vast powers in commeroe and government. vie must attrib .... 
ute Locket s error to ignorance of economics, rather than to a 
ftrugged individualism"" 
Next we come to a criticismot Locke's treatment of 
political power. Locke considered three pointst a definition ot 
~olit1cal power. the origin of it. and 1ts limitation. Locke 
defines political power as 
the right of mak1ng laws, with penalties ot death, 
and consequently all less penalties tor the regu-
lating and preserving ot property (in the broad 
sense so that it includes 11fe and liberty) and,ot 
employing the tource ot6!!he community in the execution of such laws, 7 
The definition is not wrong but it is inexact. It shm'ls a trace 
ot individualism in that it makes no mention ot a common good 
but only a private good. Secondly, in speaking about the origin 
of political power. Locke runs into difficulties. Political 
power "has its Original only from compact and agreement and the 
mutual consent of those who make up the community. "68 This error 
has several sources. First ot all, Locke attributed political 
power to each individual man 1n the state of nature. He made thiE 
mistake because be confused selt-defense and the execution of the 
law. Secondly, since he was an ind.ividualist, Locke made polit-
ical authority rest upon a compact of the individuals who went 
to make up the state. This mistake occurred because Locke con-
67. lb&4., II. ). 
68. &J2&dt t 171. 
• 9.5. 
fused pOttleI' of designating who should nave authority in a state 
and the aotual exercise of the authority. Locke was correct in 
saying that authority was first in the people. For according 
to scholastic doctrin.69 authority is in the people wh~n they 
organize into a group, but not individually. But Locke. is in-
correct in saying that this primary authority is executive. In 
reality people could rule themselves in a strict democracy, or 
they could designate the person or persons who are to rule them. 
Therefore, Locke erred in attributing the wrong kind of power to. 
the indiVidual persons who originally formed political society. 
The third point that Locke considers is the limitation 
of political power. Since political power arises from. a volun-
tary agreement, "for the benefit of the subjects, to secure them 
in the possession and use ot the11" properties", 70 the legisla.tive 
~ower in the utmost bounds ot it is limited to th~ public good 
69. Sources trom three main authorities may be citedl 
St. Thomas~ that people have a right to cllose their ruler,l cf .ut. 
Rei, PfBSL~' I· 6! ~ I-II q 97 t a ;;, ad ;; J q 93 J I.-II q 4~t a ~ a J .• O;,S.l.; Surez, that power resi. des in the. 
people, ct·pe ~~ II· 4; 2; 4,4; Def'rsiO III 2, 7 and 9; 
Bellarmine, Qi:c':Bfmxerl¥A" VI. 3, 6. Praessar Alfred O'.Rah11lr 
in his "The Sovere gnty 0 the ,reopl." in Studies £2£ M:arch, 
1921,Dublln, lists sixty scholastic predecessors of Suarez who 
all held a popular sovereignty doctrine. 
70,,·I}alS!.173. 
p 
of societyn.71 'the statement of lim:lt,{tion is correct but we 
sha.ll exam:lne it again when we consider the function of govern-
ment. 
Locka t s theory of property was important not only for 
the part it played in economics, but aleo for the influence it 
exerted in the politics of England in the subsequent ,centuries. 
Property played an important part in the foundation of political 
society. In the original state o'f nature man tound certain 
things lacldng. so he joined with his fellows to form political 
society. "The great and chief end, therefore, of men uniting 
into commonwealths, and putting themselves under government, 1s 
the preservation of their property.n72 Also in another place 
Locke writes: ttThe reason why m.en enter into society is the 
preservation of their property. »7) The word" "prqperty". we 
must remember. has been used by Locke with two meanings. In 
most places Locke means "liveSt liberties, and estates". From 
the context ot the above two quotations we can assume that Locke 
meant property in the loose sense. 'therefore, the purpose he 
. 71. ;tlU:Ra.. 135. 
72. Iba,S,. 124. 
1). ,b&gs, 222. 
attributed to ~en founding political s~c1ety 1s s1m111ar to the 
"common good" of scholastic doctrine. However, in speaking 
about the function ot government Locke uses the same loose term-
inology so that commentators greatly disagree as to what is the 
main function ot government according to Locke 
Did Lockets view support a directive state or a doc-
trine of .a&,SII (a1£!? Czajkowsk174 favors the directive state. 
and cites the following words ot Locke as proof. 
I mean, that proVisions may be made for the security 
ot each mants private possessions; for the peace 
riches and public commodities of the whole people 
• • • Jor the political society is insituted for no 
other end! but only to secu~ every r.~n's possession 
of the th nge of this 11fe." 
On the other hand. Lamprecht, calling attention to these words 
of Locke: "The supreme power cannot take from any man any part 
of his property without his own consent", 76 aays: 
l , 
Locke may be regarded as the forerunner of the 
la1ssea taire school at economic thought. for 
he considered that men's material prosperity 
as well as their less tangible ideal interests 
could b!§t be secured without much governmental 
action."r{ 
74. Czajkowski, 7:btoa 2t Ptltv, fnu?t t 91, 
75.. Locke, A ,hettIE CPDcemJ:n& T2ll:r:a~;L9J!, ~r!Qtl.ss, V, 
76. Locke, ~f II, 1)8. 
17. Lamprecht, Mqta• and P21~~*. 135. 
~nother author t Gierke, seems to favor this vie"'l also. For he 
1nterprets Locke as denying "any other purpose to the state than 
that of guarenteeing natura.l rights, part1cularly the rights ot 
liberty and property". 78 Gough does not think 'that Locke was an 
advooate ot laissez taire. He says: 
He was a mercantilist and believed in the regulation 
of trade. But he certainly did not realize what in-
ordinate power t.he posses. sion ot great wealth can 
give, or he would scarcely have placed political 
control 'in the hands at a property. owning minority 
and expected th.m7~o exerCise it impartially in ~he 
interests of all. Y . 
rthese WONS of Gough can help us to solve our problellh Locke 
certainly favored a di.:rect:l.ve government. Political society 
~as -to secure every man t s possession of the things of this 
ilife".. However, this direct:l.on was 'tto have merely a policeman 
~spect, and nothing about it that was positive aotion. His 
n1stake was 1n entrusting the exercise of government to the 
~ealthy minority. Locke thought that men, for the most part, 
~ould be governed by reason and would seek the best interests of 
a.ll their fellows. Locke really cannot be accused of favoring 
a laissez fair. government. The men to whom he had entrusted 
~ondon, 
76~ Otto Gierke, Natural Law and the Thegn of Sp21UX. 
1934, vol 2. 307. note 110. 
79. Gough, Locse' § Pol~:tt .Ph~ll' 84. 
the exercise of government were not faithful to their trust. 
They found it to their best advantage to adopt a laissez faire 
government. Locket I think, has been unjustly blamed for this 
unforeseen result. 
Such is our criticism ot John Locke's philosophy of 
natural rights. We have found that. except for his epistemology, 
Locketa political philosophy had much in it that was true. 
Locke argued to natural rights by use of reason and revelation. 
'In limiting or explaining these rights he sometimes showed 
faulty reasoning and a rather muddled way of procedure. However, 
be usually displayed a Bane moderation which protected him from 
errors which later betell some ot his followers. Still .• Locke 
was not a great philosopher. His influence has been widespread. 
especially indirectly through the writings ot Rousseau. Two 
ideas be propounded in his poli'tlcal philosophy have won him 
lasting tame. Flrst. the doctrine of majority rule; secondly, 
that power resi4es in the oommunity so that the community retains 
the rigbt of rebellion. The former idea was the basis of eon-
stitutional government in England. The latter was the foundation 
ot the American Revolution~ However. as far as these ideas were 
true, neither of them originated with Locke. And to understand 
them tree from the errors which inevitably crept into his ex-
4100. 
planation W& must return to a more profound source than the 
writings of John Locke. 
101 • 
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